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  ur Energy Propel Motors with built-in speed controls are the 
epitome of convenience and function for all multirotor enthusiasts. 
Combining a high-performance, effi cient brushless motor with a 
programmable ESC saves precious space and weight and makes 
installation a snap! Our popular 18 and 22-size motors feature 
BLHeli fi rmware with ONESHOT* capabilities, while our 35 and 41-
size motors employ a reversing switch with clockwise and counter 
clockwise propeller hubs. Designed for maximum performance, our 
Energy Propel integrated power systems deliver improved throttle 
response and thrust for the ultimate in multirotor mania!

*Flight Controller must have ONESHOT Enabled. 

Propel your MultiRotor 
to new heights!

HITEC RCD USA, Inc. | 12115 PAINE STREET | POWAY, CA 92064 | (858) 748-6948 | WWW.HITECRCD.COM | 

MODEL Stator
Diameter (MM)

Stator
Thickness (MM)

KV RATING
(KV)

Max Watts
(KV)

Weight
(Kv)

ESC current
rate

EP 1806-18A 18 6 2300 180 35 18A
EP 2204-18A 22 5 2300 160 33.5 18A
EP 2206-18A 22 7 2200 200 40.5 18A
EP 2208-18A  22 8 1800 220 42.5 18A
EP 2212-20A 22 12 1000 320 53.5 20A
EP 2216-20A 22 16 900 370 65.5 20A

EP 3508-30A
35.1 8 400 340 135 30A
35.1 8 680 310 135 30A

EP 4108-40A
40.6 8 320 350 169 40A
40.6 8 390 350 169 40A

Motor Specifications
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Those of you that are into training
and physical fitness know that it’s

not about getting from A to B, but
how you get there that matters. If
you’re training for a 10K road race,
for example, it’s one thing to train
running 10K at an easy pace and
another to mix it up with sprints and
other speed work.

It’s the same for robotics. If you
want to get into drones, you can stop
by RadioShack, plunk down $50, and
get a pair of “combat” drones,
complete with controllers. For your
money, you get a few hours of play
time until you crash the drones into
each other or an unlucky tree. Not a
bad thing, if your goal is to fly a
quadcopter.

However, if you want to learn
robotics principles, you should at least
perform a post-mortem teardown of
your downed quadcopters. Teardowns
are a great way to discover what
works and what doesn’t, and what
techniques are worth borrowing. For
example, in one quadcopter I picked
up as a present, one motor simply
tore off from the mount and started
spinning wildly, tethered by the
power leads. Turns out that the
“mount” was nothing more than a
dollop of hot glue. Sure, it was
lightweight compared with a bolted-
on mount, but it was also an accident
waiting to happen.

A better way of getting from A
to B — that is, to pick up robotics
skills related to quadcopters — is to
build your own. You can go all-out
and create the frame with a 3D
printer and get the parts from
sources like SparkFun and Tower
Hobbies. The upside of this approach
is the ability to fabricate spare frame
parts in an afternoon, or to create a
completely new frame in a weekend.

The downside is durability —
especially on the larger frames. I’ve
found that the standard ABS plastic
filament has only a fair durability to

weight ratio. Larger frames are just
heavier than the lightweight fiberglass
reinforced plastic frames available
commercially. However, for a 10 to 12
inch quadcopter, straight ABS plastic
is fine.

Alternatively, it’s a simple matter
to find a nice frame and electronic
components online. Hobby King has
an amazing assortment of affordable
miniature hardware, electric motors,
and the rest — as long as you can
tolerate the shipping delay from Hong
Kong. I’ve used their super-durable
reinforced plastic frame components
as well as their lightweight carbon
fiber frames, all with great success.
Make sure you order spares of
everything — from nuts and bolts to
motors and frame components.
Shipping from Hobby King is a major
component of the cost, so try to get
everything you need in one order.

(Of course, you can follow along
with our new series here in SERVO —
The Multi-Rotor Hobbyist with John
Leeman — as he takes us from
beginning principles to a finished
working quadcopter.)

So, let’s say you opt for the 3D
printer approach to acquiring a drone.
In getting from A to B, you’ll have to
understand strength of materials,
how and where to cut back on plastic
on the frame, and how to source all
the electronics, cables, and motors.
Your creation will likely not leave the
earth — much less fly — on your first
few attempts.

In figuring out balance and
center of gravity, you’ll likely try
several designs and break a few props
before you have a flight-worthy craft.
Long after the quadcopter has run
into its last tree, you’ll have retained
the lessons of robotics that you can
apply to your next project. So, next
time you consider taking a shortcut
from A to B, consider what you might
be missing along the way. SV

Getting from A to B
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AUGUST
2-4 AUVS International Aerial Robotics

Competition
Atlanta, GA
Fully autonomous air vehicles and sub-vehicles perform
tasks.
www.aerialroboticscompetition.org

8-12 K*bot World Championship
Henderson, NV
Events include Two-Wheel Drive K*bots, Four-Wheel
Drive K*bots, and Cyber K*bots.
www.kbotworld.com

13 CIRC Central Illinois Bot Brawl
Peoria Civic Center, Peoria, IL
Events includes Line Following, Line Maze, and Checkers
on a Sumo ring.
http://circpeoria.org

22-26 ERL Emergency Robots
Oulu, Finland
Robots must handle a simulated disaster response
scenario.
www.eurathlon.eu

SEPTEMBER

2-5 DragonCon Robot Battles
Atlanta, GA
Autonomous and remote-control combat.
www.dragoncon.org

5-10 World Robotic Sailing Championships
Viana do Castelo, Portugal
Robot sailboats must navigate an ocean course around
buoys.
www.roboticssailing.org

10-13 European Rover Challenge
Jasionka, Rzeszów, Poland
Student teams build rovers for simulated Mars missions.
www.roverchallenge.eu
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T
he CC3D Revolution flight controller is an
amazingly powerful brain that is capable of
controlling many different types of remote
controlled craft. We need to train the flight
software on the kind of vehicle we have, where

the motors for each propeller will engage and begin
spinning, the level point of the craft, and how our
transmitter is connected. On a lot of controllers, this is
done through a menu interface on the controller or by just
connecting things in a well-defined way. The LibrePilot
ground control software (GCS) is a really versatile utility
that we will use to perform all of these actions in about 45
minutes.

Software and Firmware
Upgrade

The first step in setting up our controller is to
download the GCS. Head over to the LibrePilot website
(librepilot.org) and download the version appropriate for
your operating system. (See the sidebar to avoid potential
confusion.) All of the screenshots I will be showing were
done on a MacBook Air running OSX 10.11.3 and LibrePilot
15.09. I also have the software installed on a Microsoft
Surface Pro 4 for field use.

Go ahead and install the software like you would any
other and open the application. Upon launch, you will be
asked if you would like to share usage information with the
developers. This is a decision that will not affect the
functionality of the software at all, but I generally accept it
so that I can help the developers make the software better.

Attach your flight controller to your computer using a

micro USB cable. Be careful! These tiny connectors are
great for their small footprint, but they are also very easy to
rip right off a printed circuit board (PCB) and make for a
very difficult repair. Do not force any connections or torque
on the connector in any way!

It is very likely that you will receive the message: “GCS
and firmware versions of the UAV objects set do not match
which can cause configuration problems.” Simply click okay
— we will be addressing that concern.

Vehicle Setup
You will find yourself in the Welcome tab of the

application (tabs are located in a strip along the bottom of
the window). Click on the setup wizard. A window will pop
up that guides us through the basic vehicle configuration.
The first warning is very important. Make sure there are no
propellers on your aircraft! We haven’t actually put them on
yet, but I know a few people surely did to see what it looks
like, took photos to show at their hackerspace, etc. Do not
proceed with any propellers on the vehicle. These are
powerful motors and large props that could easily injure you.

The next step addresses that error message we initially
received. The firmware on your flight controller is probably
out of date, but luckily you just need to press the upgrade
button. Make sure the flight controller is only powered by
the USB port at this point and is not attached to the main
battery. The firmware will first download to your machine,
then upload to the memory on the controller (Figure 1).
When you are done, there should be a confirmation
message and the navigation buttons will be enabled again.

In the next window, the software will try to identify the

Last month, we left our quad on the workbench with beeping electronic speed
controllers and no idea about how the transmitter was connected. This month, we
will train the flight controller to our hardware and take our quadcopter on its
maiden flight!

The 
Multi-Rotor
Hobbyist

Build Your Own Drone
Getting Started — Part 4

Training for Flight

By John Leeman

Post comments on this section and find
any associated files and/or downloads at 

www.servomagazine.com/
index.php/magazine/article/

August2016_MultiRotor_Hobbyist_
Build-Drones-Train-Flight-Controller-

Maiden-Flight.
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hardware you have connected. If you are playing along with
the same hardware I am using, it will indicate “USB:
Revolution” as the connection device and “OpenPilot
Revolution” as the detected board type (Figure 2); click next.

The following window wants to know how the
transmitter is connected to the flight controller. We used
the pulse width modulated (PWM) configuration. Just select
that and click next. The other modes have unique
advantages and disadvantages, but that’s another topic for
another time. On the next screen, select the appropriate
vehicle type (multi-rotor) and click next again.

The multi-rotor configuration screen is a lot of fun to
browse because it shows you just how many configurations
this piece of software knows how to fly. It’s a very
comprehensive list that includes configurations I didn’t ever
dream anyone would support. Our copter is of the
“Quadcopter X” style. Though our frame is shaped like an
“H,” the motor layout and forward direction match that
shown in the figure of the X design (Figure 3).

The ensuing screen asks about the electronic speed
controllers (ESCs). Different ESCs will have different update
strategies. The AfroSlim models we are using are
particularly interesting because there is an entire community
centered around hacking the firmware on them to improve
performance and control type. If you were observant when
you took them out of the package, you will have noticed
that they even include the name of the hex file that is
Flashed on the controller on the package. That’s something
you don’t see every day! I wasn’t exactly sure of the correct
mode here, so I followed the recommendation to leave the
default setting of “Rapid ESC” selected. Turns out that was
a good suggestion.

Some users choose to make their multi-rotor GPS

enabled so it can fly to waypoints, station keep, etc. I do
plan to do that, but I think that first it is important to get
the quad in the air and make sure we all know how to fly
without something helping us fight the wind and spoiling
us. For now, just leave the GPS setting disabled. The screen
following this will summarize our settings; just click past it
as we don’t need a connection diagram. We are all set.

The next part of the setup wizard will configure the
sensor zero points and ESC start points. The sensor zeroing
comes first. Here, the software will determine the offsets
and bias for your individual accelerometer and gyro sensors.

SERVO 08.2016  9

Figure 1. Upgrading the firmware on the flight controller is
a simple and essential process to get the software and
controller to work together. It takes a few minutes to
complete. Be sure you are powering the flight controller
through the USB connection only.

Figure 2. If the software successfully recognizes the flight
controller, it should read “USB: Revolution” and “OpenPilot

Revolution” as shown.

Figure 3. Even though our airframe is shaped more like an
“H,” the relative position of the motors and the forward
direction match that of the “Quadcopter X” setting. The

difference in geometry of our motor supports doesn’t
matter.
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It is important that you place the vehicle on a sturdy, flat,
and level surface. I used a table, but made sure it was
actually level first with a carpenter’s level. It may be time to
pull out scraps of cardboard and paper to level things.
When you’re ready, click the “Calculate” button. After a
few seconds, the process will complete and the sensors are
calibrated.

Now, it’s time to set up the ESCs. You did remove the
propellers, right? It’s hard to tell which direction the motors
are turning without propellers, so I put a flag of masking
tape on each motor shaft to make it easy to see which
direction the motors are spinning. Carefully read the seven
step procedure that we will use to calibrate the controllers,
and then check the three confirmation check boxes when
you have complied (Figure 4).

The next screens will guide you through finding the
neutral rate for each controller. I recommend you do this
for each motor individually, as they could be slightly
different and it takes very little time. You will click the start
button and slowly advance the slider until the motor just
starts spinning. Click stop, and then move to the next
motor.

While doing this, it is vital that you confirm that the
motor is indeed spinning in the correct direction as shown
on the diagram (pay special attention to the vehicle-forward
direction so things are not backwards). If your motor is
spinning in the wrong direction, pick two of the three wires
going from the ESC to the motor and reverse them. (Any
two.) I did this on the ESC end since those connections
were the easiest to change. I was lucky and only had to
change one out of four. For what it’s worth, my neutral
rate time constant was around 1,117 µs (Figure 5).

The control loops that determine how the vehicle will
react to differences in where it is versus where we want it
to be must be tuned. The tuning for every quad is different
and can determine if you have a steady and slow
photography platform or a hot-rod racing machine that is
responsive to the slightest touch of the controls. For now,
select the “Current Tuning” option.

In a future article, we will discuss how to tune any
drone for better performance. This will use the default
values in the firmware that are perfectly adequate to get in
the air.

On the next screen, click “save” to write the
configuration we’ve just set up to the flight controller’s

Figure 5. Calibrating each motor just takes a few minutes.
Make sure the motors turn in the correct direction as

shown in the diagram. If they turn in the wrong direction,
just reverse any two of the three power wires to that

motor.

Figure 4. Carefully read the ESC calibration procedure and
then verify you have done each of the three essential steps
to begin. Don’t just check the boxes, double-check your
work! Then, check the box.

OpenPilot and LibrePilot

When researching different flight controllers and
flight controller software before doing this build, I
found a lot of references and even hardware stamped
with the OpenPilot name. The OpenPilot website was
down, though, and the forums inaccessible. I also saw
references to LibrePilot that had software which
looked very similar and supported the same
hardware.

Turns out that in June 2015, there was a rift in the
OpenPilot community. Many of the core developers
made a fork of the project called LibrePilot with the
idea to be open to all contributors and governed by a
board of members keeping a steady course for the
project.

The LibrePilot website and documentation are still
a work in progress, but should be considered as the
source for all official information and downloads of
the software.
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memory. This will take a minute or two, and then you
should power cycle the flight controller.

Transmitter Setup
The next step is to set up the transmitter so that the

flight controller knows which inputs correspond to which
channels. You can launch the transmitter setup wizard from
the welcome screen or from the prompt following, saving
the configuration to the flight controller.

During the process of calibrating the transmitter, we
will move the controls to their full extent and assign them
functions. From the factory, the transmitter only has the
thumb sticks enabled. Using the menu on the transmitter
itself, you can enable other switches and knobs if you wish
to use them. For now, we’ll stick with the basics.

One of the most important settings is the arming
setting for the quad. This is how you will enable and disable
the motors, and is how you ensure that you don’t end up
going to the hospital with propeller related injuries. When
setting up the transmitter, the settings revert to always
disarmed to ensure that the quad is not accidentally
powered up during transmitter setup. When we are done
with the calibration, we’ll re-enable this and assign our
arming sequence.

In the RC input setup tab, we follow the onscreen
prompts, answering that our controller is an “Acro: normal
transmitter for fixed-wing or quad” type and will operate in
Mode 2. These settings mean that the left control stick will
be throttle (up-down) and yaw (spin about the vertical axis)
and the right control stick will be pitch (forward-backward)
and roll (left-right; Figure 6). This is a “standard” way to
configure your transmitter, but Mode 1 is available if you
are already used to flying that way. More information about
Mode 1 vs. Mode 2 can be found at www.spektrumrc.
com/Articles/Article.aspx?ArticleID=2105.

The software will then
ask you to toggle various
switches. Since we didn’t
configure any of the extra
channels, you can just skip
over them. The most
important step is centering
all of the controls when
prompted and then moving
them to their maximum
extent. This allows the

software to calculate the range of inputs expected. You
may notice that when you move the sticks on the controller
that the sticks on the screen follow, but in the wrong

Figure 6. Our controller will run in “Mode 2” with the
control stick functions shown here. You can set up the

system for another mode if you prefer to fly in a different
configuration.

Figure 7. If the controls on
the screen move in the

opposite direction than you
are moving them in real

life, tick the invert box for
that axis. In my setup, only
the pitch control had to be

inverted.
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direction! On the next screen, we can invert the
direction of any axis of control. In my case, I only
had to invert the pitch axis (Figure 7).

The next screen will ask you to double-check
that all controls are moving in the correct direction.
Once you verify this, the transmitter setup is
complete and we can set the arming sequence. I
decided to set mine to be “Yaw Right,” meaning
that with the throttle off, placing the right control
stick to its rightmost extent will arm the vehicle. 

Placing it to the left will disarm the vehicle. A
30 second timeout will also disarm the vehicle
(Figure 8).

Installing the Propellers
Okay. It’s finally time to make the quad able to lift itself

by installing the propellers. I really want to stress here that
the fast spinning propellers of a model aircraft can be
extremely dangerous. Never place any part of your body
near the quad when it is powered and armed. Even when
running at low speed, it can be difficult to see the exact arc
swept out by the propeller and get too close.

It’s easy to remove the propellers and put a scrap of

masking tape on the motor shaft if any testing
or calibration is needed — it takes less time and
effort than dealing with an injury. There are
even labs that are studying multi-rotor injury. A
YouTube video of a moving propeller impacting
a piece of pork is a good reminder of the
danger (https://youtu.be/QQoTQZcwZWE).

The propeller nuts that came with the
motors have a hole in the end that the shank of
a hex-key or small rod can be passed through to
provide some leverage to tighten the prop nut. I
hesitate to recommend using Loctite on these,
though, as it degrades plastics and our
propellers are plastic. You can find nuts with a
nylon insert to lock them at the hardware store,
but I have had no problems using the provided
propeller nuts and simply checking them after
every couple of flights (a good habit to form
anyway).

The propellers are shipped with a set of
plastic propeller bushings that adapt the
propeller to the motor shaft size. Find the

appropriate bushing for your motors and remove them from
the set. Press-fit them into the propeller recess and work
the propellers onto the motor shafts (Figure 9). Be sure the
correct propellers go on the correct motors! Most brands
mark the rotation with an “R” and “L” somewhere on the
casting. Secure the propellers with the prop nuts and firmly
tighten.

Preparing for the Test Flight
We are finally ready to fly our creation! Before your

takeoff, be sure that you have registered with the FAA (see
the May 2016 issue of SERVO for details) and put your
registration information on the quad. I used a label maker
to make a weather resistant label with my registration
number, as well as contact information (Figure 10). This is
beyond what is required, but probably increases the
chances of getting your quad back if it flies off.

Make sure you have fresh batteries in the transmitter
and fully charge the main quad battery. The charger I chose
(Turnigy Compact Charger E3) is not remarkably fast, but
does the job. Again, observe the best safety practices when
charging batteries by never leaving them unattended and
preferably in a battery safe (such as http://amzn.com/
B00T01LLP8).

When everything is ready, wait for a nice calm day with
no wind. Take your quad out into a wide open space with
no nearby people, structures, powerlines, etc. I’ve found

Figure 8. Setting up arming is a crucial step, as
you need to remember the arming sequence to
get the vehicle ready to fly. The timeout is also a
nice feature as it can prevent you from forgetting
that the vehicle is armed if you become
distracted. Always be sure the vehicle is disarmed
before approaching it to disconnect the battery.

Figure 9. Find the appropriate propeller bushing
and press it into the recess of the propeller.
Also note which propellers are marked for left
and right handed rotation.

Figure 10. Registering with the FAA and putting your
registration information on the quad is required before you
can legally fly outdoors. Adding additional contact
information is not required, but probably increases the
chances of the quad being returned should it fly away.
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that using community soccer or football fields in the off
season with permission works well.

Place the quad on a level surface and plug in the
battery. I ultimately secured my battery with a strip of
Velcro™ on top of the deck to make it easy to get to for
testing, and secured the deck down with some Velcro
straps for good measure.

Getting in the Air
Once the quad is powered up, power on the

transmitter and take several steps back from the vehicle.
Check that the trim settings are centered on the LCD
screen. With the throttle all the way down, move the yaw
stick all the way to the right. This will cause the LEDs on the
top of the flight controller to change their flashing pattern.
This indicates that the quad is armed. Gently advance the
throttle and make sure all the motors are spinning up. We
are now ready to take off!

Orient yourself with the quad, facing the same right
and left direction. You should be facing the rear green
motor mount. Slowly push the throttle up until the airframe
just begins to lift off the grass. If it is trying to drift in one
direction, you can counteract with small control inputs.
Continue to increase the throttle until you have successfully
cleared the ground.

Making continuous small adjustments, try to hover. This
is a skill that will take some time to develop, but is essential
to being a good pilot. You can try to go forward,
backward, left, and right, but only make very small
movements on your first voyage.

Finally, gently reduce the throttle until the quad begins
to descend. Hopefully, you will make a gentle touchdown
with a minimum of side-to-side movement when you land
(lateral velocity in the aerospace lingo). Disarm the quad by
placing the throttle at the bottom and holding the yaw
stick to the left. You just completed your first flight!

Learning to fly can be a difficult process, but patience
and persistence are the only way to succeed. There are a
plethora of videos online offering tips that are good to
watch during your lunch hour. I’ve also posted a video
showing the flight of the quad with no further
modifications made (https://youtu.be/lYqCfuLYOS8).

Once you are comfortable with basic hovering and
flight, you can begin to learn how to use the yaw control
and get a feel for flying in different orientations. Just be
sure to keep safety first and stay below the 400 foot
operational ceiling!

Closing Thoughts
During the first few flights, I noticed a design flaw that

was easily corrected. The wire landing legs we made for the
quad were weak and bent easily. While this could provide
some shock absorbing capability, I didn’t want to be

continually reforming the landing gear. I debated the best
replacement, playing with metal and acrylic options. For
now, the easiest to implement solution has been to use
Wiffle balls zip tied to the motor support arms. There is a
little bit of compliance in this and it is easy to repair.

As an added bonus, I found a pack that contained red
and white Wiffle balls that can be used to help mark
orientation. I also found that balancing the propellers
helped reduce vibration, but is probably not strictly
necessary until we try to collect video from the quad.

The final product of the last few months of our labor
looks pretty good (Figure 11), and is in the air with plenty
of power to spare! 

Next month, we add some telemetry and GPS systems
to our quad, at which point you will be capable of flight
planning and logging. SV

Figure 11. After a few months of work, the final product
looks very nice and makes a cool addition to anyone’s UAV

fleet — small to large!
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Building the
KReduCNC
X and Y Drives

This month, we are going to
install both the X and Y drive
assemblies. The installation
for each is nearly identical,
but you will have to remove
your Z carriage plate when
installing the X drive
assembly.

By Michael Simpson
Post comments on this section

and find any associated files
and/or downloads at 

www.servomagazine.com/index.
php/magazine/article/August2016

_CNCBuild-X-Y-Drives.

X and Y Drive Components

You will need the components shown in Figure 1 to
complete the X and Y drive assembly. These consist of the
following:

• Two NEMA 17 stepper motors
• Two 5 mm to 8 mm motor couplers
• Two 8 mm drive nuts
• Two 8 mm 16” drive screws
• Two motor mount kits
• Two bearing mount kits
• Two drive nut spacer kits
• Two 8 mm bearings

A complete bill of materials, as well as additional information

can be found on my website at www.kronos robotics.com/ 

kreducnc. For any questions or comments, please visit the

SERVO Magazine forums at http://forum.nutsvolts.com/

viewtopic. php?f=49&t=17408.

Figure 1
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Hardware
In addition to the drive components listed above, the

following hardware fasteners will be needed for the
assembly.

• Eight #6-32 x 3/4” machine screws
• Eight #6-32 x 1-1/4” machine screws
• Eight #6-32 x 1-1/2” machine screws
• 24 #10 washers
• 16 #6 washers
• 24 #6 internal tooth lock washers
• 24 #6-32 hex nuts
• Four #10-24 x 2” machine screws
• Four #10 internal tooth lock washers
• Four #10-24 hex nuts
• Eight M3-.5 x 10 mm cap screws
• Eight #4 internal tooth lock washers

Assembly

Bearing Mount Assembly
The first step is to assemble the two bearing mounts.

Using Figure 2 as a guide, insert four of the #6 x 3/4”
machine screws through the large plate. Add a small hole
spacer and two large hole spacers to the screws. Next,
insert the bearing into the pocket created by the two large
hole spacers. With the bearing in place, add the last small
hole spacer to secure the bearing.

The last step is to add a #6 lock washer and #6 nut to
each screw and tighten. Your final assembly will look like
the one shown in Figure 3. You will need two bearing
mounts.

The screws are secured (Figure 3) with a #19 washer,
#6 washer, #10 lock washer, and finally a #10-24 x 1-1/4”
hex nut. At this point, the nuts should only be finger tight.
The shaft supports should look like the ones shown in
Figure 4.

Motor Drive Assembly
To assemble the motor drive assembly, you first need to

mount the motor to the two main motor mount plates as
shown in Figure 4. The motor is secured with four M#-.5 x
10 mm cap head screws and #4 lock washers.

Next, install the motor coupler and drive screw as
shown in Figure 5. The 5 mm end of the coupler is
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inserted on the motor and tightened. The drive screw is
then inserted into the 8 mm end of the coupler and the
coupler tightened once again.

Slip the motor mount spacer over the screw and
coupler as shown in Figure 6. This spacer will be secured in
place once the assembly is attached to the frame.

The final assembly should look like the one shown in

Figure 7. You will need to
assemble two of these.

Bearing Mount Installation
Use four #6-32 x 1-1/4

machine screws to attach a
bearing mount to the front of the
CNC and secure each screw with a
#10 washer, #6 washer, #6 lock
washer, and #6-32 hex nut as
shown in Figure 8. Finger tighten

only. Repeat the process by
installing the other bearing
mount on the right side of
the CNC as shown in Figure
9.

Drive Nut Installation
Take a #10-24 x 2”

machine screw and add a
#10 washer. Slip them into
the two large holes in the
center of the Y carriage plate
as shown in Figure 10.

From the underside of
the carriage, add four of the

drive nut spacers and the drive nut. Secure each screw with
a #10 washer, #10 lock washer, and a #10-24 hex nut as
shown in Figure 11. Finger tighten only. The drive nut
should look like the one shown in Figure 12.

Repeat the process for the X axis drive nut as shown in
Figure 13. Note that you will need to remove the Z carriage
plate. Place the removed Z carriage and screws in a large
freezer bag as you will not be reinstalling the plate until
later.

Motor Drive Installation
Start the X drive installation by inserting the drive
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Figure 7

Figure 6

Figure 8

Figure 13

Figure 12

Figure 10

Figure 11

Figure 9
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assembly into the motor
mount hole on the left
side of the frame as
shown in Figure 14.

You will have to
move the X carriage far
to the right and
manually twist the drive
screw into the X drive
nut. Twist the drive
screw until the motor
mount is up against the
frame and the drive
screw goes through the
X drive bearing as
shown in Figure 15.

Next, insert two #6-
32 x 1-1/2” machine
screws into the motor
mount as shown in
Figure 16. Secure with a
#10 washer, #6 washer,
#6 lock washer, and a #6-
32 hex nut as shown in
Figure 17. Finger tighten
only.

Repeat the process
with the Y drive (Figure
18). The only difference is
the Y carriage is moved
towards the front of the
machine.

Motor Couplers
Before closing, I

want to talk a little
about the motor
couplers. There are
several sources for these.
On my website, I will
give links for some
commercially made
couplers as well as some
3D printable ones if you
have a 3D printer.

Please note that this build does not support helical or
split couplers. They require drive screw clamps and stops in
order to keep the drive screw from shifting. They are more
suited to larger builds where there are greater load forces
on the screws.

Conclusion
This completes the KReduCNC X and Y drive

assemblies. Leave them finger tight until we attach the

electronics. We will need them loose to make adjustments
later. At this point, your CNC should look like the one
shown in Figure 19.

Next month, we will take a break from the KReduCNC
build so I can show you some of the plasma CNC
experiments I have been working on. SV
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FLIRTEY FLYIN’ HIGH

Congrats to Flirtey for once again making
history on the drone delivery front. The

Nevada-based startup has successfully
completed the first ship-to-shore drone
delivery in the US.

Flirtey drones carried medical samples
between an onshore medical relief camp at
Cape May in New Jersey and a test facility on
a vessel stationed off the coast. In a round
trip, Flirtey drones then delivered medical
supplies from the vessel to the onshore
medical camp.

On the first leg, Johns Hopkins loaded
Flirtey’s drones on shore with different lab
samples, and Flirtey delivered these to the
ship. On the second leg, Flirtey’s delivery
drone landed on a barge on turbulent seas
and was loaded with medical supplies, including water purification tablets, insulin, and a first aid kit, and then
delivered these ship-to-shore to representatives from the United Nations and the American Red Cross.

Flirtey — which conducted the test flights with Dr. Timothy Amukele, assistant professor of pathology at
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine — said drone deliveries could provide life-saving aid to victims of
natural disasters, especially along coastlines when road systems are damaged.

SHARE A COZMO WITH FRIENDS

Anki (which made its splashy debut a few years back with
their little autonomous racing cars) has announced a

new robot toy called Cozmo. Cozmo is (according to Anki)

“one of the most sophisticated robots available today. He is
charming, a bit mischievous, and unpredictable. He recognizes
and remembers you. He interacts with you, plays games, and
gets to know you over time.”

Cozmo works by being tethered to your phone over
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. All of the visual processing is done
through an app/cloud which analyzes data from Cozmo’s
sensors and then sends commands back to the robot itself. 

Cozmo can recognize faces, play a variety of interactive
games, not fall off of things, and return to its charging dock
autonomously, where a 10 minute charge gets you about an
hour and a half of run time. It’ll be available this fall for $180,
or you can pre-order one for $160.

The big attraction of Cozmo, according to Anki, is the
fact that it can “connect with the humans around it” and
“[bring] the magic of a robotic character to life.” “We’re
creating something that really does feel like it’s part of the
family,” Anki says. To do that, Cozmo has what the company
calls an “emotion engine,” which “evolves as you develop a
bond” with the robot. “So call him self-aware, call him almost
human.”
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MORE MOTION COMMOTION

Researchers from the Duke Robotics Group at Duke
University in Durham, NC recently presented a paper

about “Robot Motion Planning on a Chip,” in which they
describe how they can speed up motion planning by three
orders of magnitude while using 20 times less power. How?
Rather than using general-purpose CPUs and GPUs, they
instead developed a custom processor that can run
collision checking across an entire 3D grid all at once.

The motion planning is being performed in real time,
in about a millisecond. Typical planning time for a task
might be several hundred milliseconds (or occasionally up
to a second), so the speed increase here is massive.

To understand what’s really going on, take a look at
the figure shown here (from the paper) which illustrates a
probabilistic roadmap, or PRM. A PRM is a graph of
connections between all the points in a 2D or 3D space
that don’t involve going through an obstacle. To motion
plan, all you have to do is put a start position and an end
position into the PRM, and figure out the most efficient
path to follow through the lines of the graph (the “edges”

of the PRM) to get
from one to the other.

In practice,
however, you also have
to consider the fact
that you’re dealing with
a physical robot arm, and that
when the arm’s gripper (the bit
you care about) moves from one
place to another, the rest of the
arm (which you don’t care about
as much) also has to move, and
may run into things that aren’t anywhere near the gripper. The area
that a robot arm moves through is called the “swept volume,” and is
shown in the image to the left.

The researchers say one study showed that collision detection
like this “consumed 99 percent of the compute time of a sample-
based motion planner,” because it requires making “a geometric
model of the swept volume of each robot movement and [testing]
this model against a geometric model of each obstacle.” 

While the researchers acknowledge that “designing specialized
hardware is an unusual step,” they point out that it’s likely
worthwhile because motion planning “is basic to robot movement,
and therefore critical to do quickly and well.” 

A swept volume refers to the space
covered by a movement between
two robot positions. According to the
researchers, dominating
computational expense in sample-
based motion planning algorithms is
determining whether a swept volume
overlaps with an obstacle. 

Motion planning algorithms try to find an optimal path between
two points that avoid obstacles (left). A probabilistic roadmap, or
PRM, is a graph consisting of points in obstacle-free space, with
lines called “edges” connecting points when a direct movement

between them is collision-free (right). 

All images courtesy of
Duke Robotics.
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DO YOUR SHOPPING IN A DASH

Five Elements CEO, Wendy Roberts has announced that Walmart is evaluating a
prototype of a new Five Elements robotic shopping cart called Dash. Dash is much

more than an upgraded version of their Budgee (a sort of robotic carrier that will
follow you around with up to 22 kilograms of stuff by homing in on a small ultrasonic
emitter); it’s a completely new platform, specifically designed for autonomous shopping
assistance.

There’s a clear value proposition to a robot that can carry groceries, guide
shoppers directly to the items they want, and then handle paying for those items, since
a lot of people hate doing all of those things. Unlike Budgee, however, you don’t have to
worry about the cost of the robot since the store absorbs all of that, spreading it out
over many customers per day. 

However, there are some pretty serious safety and navigation challenges that Dash
is going to have to handle, and so far, it’s hard to tell if the Dash prototype is going to
be able to do what it has to do with what looks to be a single medium-range LIDAR
system, a 3D camera, and some ultrasonic sensors. Grocery stores are often chaotic,
with lots of people hurriedly moving all over the place while pushing carts or carrying
stuff. Aisles are frequently blocked, there are things on the floor that have to be
avoided, and often those things are (say) an employee with cases of items restocking
shelves. Yes, this most likely will be unpredictably difficult to get a robot to work well in
this kind of environment. It has to work so well and reliably that inexperienced
customers won’t get frustrated with it, that it won’t take constant minding from store
employees, and that it’ll maintain enough uptime to justify the costs.

Dash is scheduled to enter production in early 2017.
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SPRK ON A ROLL

Sphero has introduced SPRK+, which is an update on the
SPRK robot ball introduced in 2015 geared towards

robotics education and boosting kid’s interest. Sphero has
also updated its Lightning Lab app that allows students and
teachers to create and share programs.

The two major upgrades on the SPRK+ robot ball
include: 1) A more scratch-resistant outer shell to protect
the toy and still allow the kids to see inside the ball to see
how everything works; and 2) An easier way to sync the ball
to a phone or tablet (compatible with Android, Amazon Fire,
iOS) by simply tapping the two together.

As for the Lightning Lab app, Sphero has added new
programmable beep and boop sounds for another fun
dimension of coding. There’s now also a news feed in the
Lightning Lab app that highlights trending content, comments,
and contributions.

Some activities with Sphero include actual step-by-step
coding with a drag-and-drop interface, while others involve
thinking how to creatively use the Sphero’s motions. The
waterproof Sphero SPRK+ also includes inductive charging,
an accelerometer and gyroscope, programmable senors, and
LED lights.

“Learning is evolving and we are seeing a transition from
consumption to creation in the classroom,” said David

Millage, General Manager of Education at Sphero. “Our
robots are being used to teach everything from art to
physics in a fun and hands-on way that engages students on a
new level.”

A year ago, Sphero dove head first into the education
market with its Sphero SPRK Edition. Not a bad move
considering the Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts one
million more computer-science jobs than students by 2020.
Sphero has already made its way in over 1,000 schools
throughout the US and Canada, reaching more than 300,000
students.

The Sphero SPRK+ robot ball is available for $129.
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EXO-LENT PROGRESS

The GT exoskeleton from Ekso Bionics now uses the
network and global Internet of Things (IoT) SIM from

telecommunications giant, Vodafone to ensure reliable
communications for diagnostics and improved access to
patient data with the exoskeleton. The GT exoskeleton is
designed to help physical therapists mobilize patients earlier,
more frequently, and with a greater number of high intensity
steps. The IoT aspect of all this monitors the real time
performance of the exoskeletons,
providing therapists with data on
how the patient’s rehabilitation is
progressing.

“The Internet of Things is
enabling all types of medical devices
to be connected anywhere in the
world, which is directly affecting the
care that patients are receiving,”
said Vodafone Group’s Head of IoT
for the Americas, Andrew Morawski.
“The focus that Ekso Bionics has on
helping stroke and spinal cord injury
patients to increase mobility is
making a significant impact on the
quality of life for its users.”

The Ekso GT is the world’s
only FDA-approved exoskeleton for
use with spinal and stroke victims. It
is strapped over the user’s clothing,
enabling individuals to achieve
mobility, strength, or endurance not
otherwise possible. The Ekso GT
can provide adaptive amounts of
power to either side of the patient’s
body, helping to improve results for
patients. The GT exoskeleton is
currently available in the United
States, Mexico, Canada, South Africa,
and in most European countries.
The Ekso GT is offered in more
than 150 leading rehabilitation
institutions around the world and
has helped enable its users to take
more than 50 million steps not
otherwise possible.

One of those patients, Mark
Pollock, was able to voluntarily
control his leg muscles and take
thousands of steps in an
exoskeleton. With help from
researchers at UCLA, Pollock used
a GT exoskeleton and made
substantial progress after receiving a
few weeks of physical training

without spinal stimulation and then just five days of spinal
stimulation training in a one week span for about an hour a
day.
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NEW PRODUCTS
High Performance FPV Racer 

Hitec is now offering the Vektor 280: a high
performance FPV racer built with a compact

integrated circuit board system for reduced weight, and a
sturdy, resilient carbon fiber frame for durable flight.
Completely assembled for convenience, this speedy flyer
only requires a five-channel transmitter, a 5.8 GHz
receiver, 3~4S LiPo battery, and optional video goggles for
joining the quad racing/adrenaline-pumping ranks in no
time.

The estimated retail price is $299.99. Features
and specifications include:

• Completely Assembled 280-class FPV Racing
Quad

• Integrated System Board with the ESCs, Flight
Controller, and Video Transmitter on a Single
Board for Reduced Weight

• High Quality Carbon Fiber Frame with 3 mm
Arms

• Four 20 amp Speed Controls with SimonK
OneShot Setting

• Open Pilot CC3D Flight Controller
• 5.8 GHz 600 mw Video Transmitter
• Bright Intelligent LED System
• Low Battery Warning Feature
• Drone Finder Function
• Weight: 348 grams/12.28 ounces
Installed Power System:
• Brushless Motors — 2204 2150KV
• Propellers — 6 x 3

• ESCs – 20A w/SimonK OneShot
• Flight Time: 9-12 minutes
Flight Control System:
• CC3D Atom with Open Pilot
• Powerful STM32 32-bit MCU with 128 KB Flash and

20 KB RAM
• MPU6000 Three-Axis Gyroscope/Accelerometer
• Supported Software: Windows, Mac, and Linux
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Multi-Functional IoT Robot 

ROBOTIS is looking to test the consumer and
home/service robot market with the release of the

OLLOBOT. 
OLLOBOT is a smart, mobile, IoT companion that

assists, monitors, and works with the user and other smart
devices. With this robotic dock, a phone is now truly
“mobile,” and can fulfill all of its functions in the form of a
personal robot.

OLLOBOT is a multi-functional IoT robot that can be
used in a variety of roles, including:

Telepresence: Whether at work or home, OLLOBOT
allows you to connect with colleagues or loved ones no
matter where they are.

Security Patrol: To help safeguard your house and
your loved ones, OLLOBOT can act as a security patroller. If
the OLLOBOT detects any motion outside your house, it will
notify you by sending a live video feed of the possible
intruder.

Baby and Pet Monitoring: OLLOBOT can assist
parents in supervising their children and pets, even when
they’re not home. If your child is sick and calling for you

while you are not in the room, OLLOBOT will notify you by
sending you a message and a live video feed.

Entertainment: In addition to work, OLLOBOT can
also play. Children can use it as an educational assistant or
toy. OLLOBOT can play music when you host a party or act
as a mobile home theater system.

As the pool of developers expands, ROBOTIS
encourages individuals to launch crowdfunding campaigns
and open their contributions to the public so that further
improvements can be made. Through such collaboration,
the technology behind home/service robots will advance,
and a practical, functional, and useful home/service robot
platform that can be seamlessly connected to other smart
and/or IoT devices will become available to consumers.

For further information, please contact:

Is your product innovative, less expensive, more
functional, or just plain cool? If you have a new
product that you would like us to run in our New
Products section, please email a short description
(300-500 words) and a photo of your product to: 

newproducts@servomagazine.com

Continued on page 45

www.robotis.usROBOTIS
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• Works with PWM, PPM, Spektrum® Satellite, and S-
Bus Receivers

FPV System:
• Video Camera — 400K Pixels 135° Field of View
• Video TX — 600 mw 32-Channel 5.8 GHz

For further information, please contact:

www.hitecrcd.comHitec
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The 150 gram
Fairyweight
class (also

known as the UK
Antweight class) has
unfortunately been on
a decline in the
Northeastern United
States. After talking
with several UK
Antweight builders, I
decided to build one
in order to increase
the amount of bots at Motorama
2016.

The method I was going to use is
one utilized by UK Antweight builder,
Rory Mangles. His robots are made
from a folded piece of Lexan, usually
0.08 inches (2 mm) thick. They have
proven to be quite durable in battle
throughout his fighting robot career. 

I picked up some 0.098 inch (2.5
mm) Lexan sheet at my local
hardware store. I also had some
leftover 0.0625 inch (1.5 mm) Lexan
sheet that I used for a previous bot,

which would be perfect for the top
cover.

I began by using cardboard to
mock up the robot’s body, and traced
the design onto the Lexan. The body
was cut out with tin snips, and holes
for mounting the motors and wedge
were drilled. (The latter holes weren’t
added immediately, which led to some
“interesting” drilling methods, to say
the least.) 

When it came time to fold the
body into a “shell,” a pair of locking
pliers designed to bend sheet metal

24 SERVO 08.2016

BUILD REPORT:
Denise: A Quick and Easy
Fairyweight
● by Nate Franklin

Rory’s UK Antweight, Bully Dozer, made from a foldedsheet of Lexan.
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allowed me to easily fold the Lexan.
The locking pliers were also used to
make the bot’s wedge.

The receiver/ESC/motor combo
came from the UK, in the form of the
NanoTwo kit. It contains a DSM2
LemonRX receiver, an ESC (electronic
speed controller), and two pre-
soldered gearmotors (it also contained
motor mounts and 3D printed wheels,
but I chose to use different ones
because of how I designed the robot).
All I needed to do was bind it to my
transmitter.

It was now time to fully assemble

the robot. I used
two FingerTech
bearing blocks to
mount the motors

and attach the top and base of the
bot together. Since the bearing blocks
are designed for the Spark motors,
they needed to be modified to fit the
smaller gearmotors. I sent them off to
another builder to mill a slot .04
inches (1 mm) deep.

My bot was finished a day before
the event, with a little under 20 grams
to spare. I had previously given it the
name, “Denise” because of an inside
joke that occurred in a Facebook chat
with some of my UK builder friends. 

One of them referred to Demise
— the scary Fairyweight spinner that

had won the past three Motorama
events undefeated — as “Denise.” I
thought it was funny and the name
stuck. (I could have been an awful
person and told the event organizer to
pronounce it the same way, but I
decided not to!)

At Motorama, there were only
two other Fairyweights, so the event
would be in round robin format. I
ended up fighting Demise first, and
lost. The fight went the full two
minutes; the only damage to the bot
were some cracks on the front wedge
and the loss of a wheel. I managed to
win my second fight against a 3D
printed lifter, which meant Denise
came home with second place

Building Denise made me

www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/article/August2016_Build-Report-Denise-Fairyweight.

A packaged NanoTwo ESC/receiver combo.

A freshsheet ofLexan,perfect fora robot.

Denise underconstruction.

ThecompletedDenise.
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appreciate the Fairyweight class even
more. As soon as my fighting was
done, I already thought of more ideas
for new bots and how to improve
Denise. 

Hopefully, the Fairyweight class
will boost in numbers in the
Northeast, and Denise will reign
supreme. (I can hope, can’t I?) SV

Glasgow Kiss is Team Rolling
Thunder’s latest creation; it is a
30 lb under cutter robot that

had its first competition at the
Franklin Institute last year. This article
is the third installment of a three-part
series covering the initial design, build,
and post-event analysis for future
design changes. This third article gives
an in-depth analysis of how Glasgow
Kiss performed at the Franklin

Institute event and improvements that
were made to the robot in
anticipation of the next major event it
would be attending: Motorama 2016. 

All in all, I was very pleased with
Glasgow Kiss’ performance at the
Franklin Institute. The bot went 3-2 at
the competition, earning second
place, and I believe it showed the
potential to be a really competitive
bot within the 30 lb weight class. My

first fight of the event was against
“Drumthing Else,” a vertical drum bot
with a solid wedge across the front
(Figure 1).

I was actually fairly concerned for
this fight as Drumthing Else was built
by veteran builder, Alex Horne, who
has had the bot for a few years to get
the kinks worked out. In addition,
Horne is a great driver who might be
able to stop my blade and not let me

BUILD REPORT:
Thirty Pound Under Cutter 
“Glasgow Kiss” Post-Event Analysis
and Improvements ● by Andrew Smith

Denise and Demise, its namesake.

Damage dealt by Demise.
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get it back up to speed. 
As it turned out,

when the fight began,
one side of Drumthing
Else’s drive immediately
stopped working. After a
few hits, I managed to
knock one of his wheels
off, and the rest of the
fight was more or less
me trying to avoid his
wedge and drum, and
get around to his
vulnerable sides. 

As the fight was
progressing, I was
finding out that Glasgow Kiss
was nearly impossible to
drive. This was due to the less
than stellar drag-brake setting
on the HobbyKing X-Car
controller, and the large
contact area of the weapon
shaft on the ground. While
we knew of these issues
beforehand, we didn’t have
any time before the
competition to try and fix
them, and we were hoping
that the wooden arena floor
would help mitigate these
issues. 

Unfortunately, this was
not the case, and I spent
about half the fight
accidentally running into
the wall with my blade.
Eventually, I got a decent
hit on Drumthing Else’s
side and he ended up
tapping out. 

My second fight of the
weekend was against Zac
O’Donnell’s “Triggo”
(Figure 2), which is a
veteran high kinetic energy
shell spinner, which I
actually often used as a
reference when I was
designing Glasgow Kiss.

Knowing that both the bots could
store huge amounts of kinetic energy,
O’Donnell and I mutually agreed
before the fight that we wanted his

teeth to “mesh” with my blade (as in
he would spin clockwise, while I
would spin counterclockwise) since we
thought that it would be mutually
beneficial to not destroy both bots

fairly early on in the
competition. This decision
actually became my
downfall in this fight. 

Since I was having
difficulty driving Glasgow
Kiss and the hits between
our two robots weren’t
throwing us far apart
from one another, Triggo
was able to outdrive me
after initial contact and
get around to my wheels.
He managed to get one
glancing hit on a wheel
which killed my drive on

one side, and shortly after
managed to get another hit on
my other wheel. I ended up
losing the match by tap-out. 

After the fight was over, I
discovered that both of my
gearboxes and motors were
mechanically fine, but the hit
had managed to strip the
screws retaining the motor to
the gearbox and the motor
was hanging out the back of
the drive pods (Figure 3).

Down into the loser’s
bracket, my next fight was
against Gracious
Pipefessionalism (Figure 4), a
two-wheel drive pipe robot

built by Fred Moore.  
For the fight against

me, Gracious
Pipefessionalism changed
out the shovel attachment
shown in Figure 4 for a
large 2x4 battering ram.
The bot is pretty fast and I
was worried he might be
able to box rush me and
stop my blade. 

As the fight began, we
had a few small hits, then
one of his wheels fell off
(I’m still not entirely sure

how, but I don’t think I had inflicted
any damage to the wheel). A few hits
later, I accidentally ran full speed into
the wall, and managed to bend my
weapon motor shaft fairly

Figure 1:“DrumthingElse” —Glasgow Kiss’first opponent.
Figure 2: Full-bodyspinner “Triggo.”

Figure 3: Strippedmounting betweenthe drive motorand gearbox.

www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/article/August2016_Build-Report-Under-Cutter-Glasgow-Kiss.
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significantly. This made
spinning up take much longer,
and I’m fairly certain I never
reached top speed the rest of
the fight. 

Once my blade finally got
back up to speed, I managed
to get a hit on his last wheel
and take it off. I won the fight
by knockout, and Gracious
Pipefessionalism was awarded
the “Most Destroyed” robot at
the event. 

With only five
Featherweights entered, I had
actually made it to the finals
with a 2-1 record. In the finals,
I was up against Triggo once
again. Since in the previous
fight Triggo had dominated me with
our teeth “meshing,” I decided to
alter the way I spun so we would
instead collide “tooth-to-tooth.” To be
perfectly honest, this was kind of a
last ditch effort to try and win on a
massive one hit KO, as I knew Triggo
had the advantage if we meshed
when we spun. 

To my surprise, as we first hit one
another, one of the teeth of his shell
flew right off! As the fight
progressed, I managed to knock the
rest of his teeth off and put a few
good dings in his shell. A few hits
later with Triggo having some issues
getting spun up again, O’Donnell
tapped out, giving Glasgow Kiss the
win! This was a huge accomplishment
for Glasgow Kiss, and the fight
couldn’t have gone any better. 

Since Triggo had not lost until the
finals and I was already in the loser’s
bracket, I had to fight Triggo once
again to win the competition. As we
were getting ready for the second
final, I felt fairly confident knowing
that Triggo was in pretty bad shape,
and I thought I had a real shot at
winning the event. 

As the fight began, we both
began to spin up (still spinning tooth-
to-tooth) and just before the first hit, I
noticed that my blade was beginning
to slow down. I began driving around
the arena trying to get the blade to
spin back up while trying to avoid
Triggo, but to my dismay, he
eventually caught one of my wheels,
knocking it off. 

I tapped out, fairly frustrated and
confused as to why my blade would

stop spinning. After a quick
inspection, it was obvious that
one of the connections
between the weapon ESC and
the weapon motor had
become undone. I think as I
spun up the blade, the current
running through the wire
managed to heat it up enough
to make the connection loose,
and since there was some
tension in the wire, it popped
out. While this was a
frustrating way to lose, I was
still happy with how Glasgow
Kiss had performed, and I had
some changes in mind that
would make it far more
competitive at Motorama.

The biggest issue I wanted to fix
by Motorama was the drag-braking
within the drive train. I had heard of
some people flashing their ESCs to
SimonK firmware which made their
brushless drive setups drive very
similarly to a traditional brushed drive
arrangement, and I wanted to give it
a go. 

Admittedly, I am a complete
novice when it comes to flashing
ESCs, so I wanted to try and keep it as
simple as possible. I found a fantastic
tutorial on flashing Afro ESCs by Lucas
Grell, and I was able to buy a flashing
tool from HobbyKing specifically for
the Afro ESCs (the Afro ESC USB
Programming Tool). 

I had previously used the Afro 30
amp ESCs in a quadcopter project, so
I decided to try and flash some of
them since I had a few lying around. I
initially discovered a few issues trying
to flash the ESCs as I was having
trouble with the flashing software
recognizing that I had an ESC hooked
up to it through the programming
tool. I tried disconnecting the power
lead from the servo wire (which I
found recommended on the Internet),
which helped the software recognize
that the ESC was actually connected
to it. 

With the software acknowledging
the ESC, I was able to get the

Figure 4: “GraciousPipefessionalism.”

Figure 5: Updateddrive motorhousing design.

Figure 6:Updateddrive pod.
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program to say I was
successfully writing to the
ESC, but when I was testing
the ESC afterwards. I was
not able to get a response.
With Motorama coming up
within a few weeks, I
wanted to get a few ESCs
programmed by someone
who had more experience
than I, so I could get a few
drive tests in before the
event. 

I sent the ESCs to Luke
Yount, who graciously
helped me out and flashed
them for me. Apparently, he
also tried using his Afro ESC USB
Programming Tool and was having
issues getting the flashing to work
using it, so he had to use one of his
other flashing tools he already had.
After Motorama, I’ll have a long break
until the next event I can fight
Glasgow Kiss at, so I plan on using
that time to become much more
comfortable flashing ESCs.

With my drive ESCs sorted out,
the next major improvement to the
drive train was redesigning the drive
motor housing. At Franklin, I was
having the issues of my drive motors
being stripped out from the P60
gearbox. This was an unexpected
failure, but I knew it would be
relatively easy to fix with a quick
design tweak to add some support to
the rear of the motor. 

Instead of trying to screw a
retaining strip to the previous drive
motor housings, I decided to try and
print out new motor housings with
the retaining walls built in. The final
design can be seen in Figure 5. I am
a little concerned about how well the
3D printed material is able to contain
the motor in big hits, but it will be
interesting to see how it does at
Motorama.

At the Motorama event, LiPo
batteries are permitted, so I was able
to upgrade the Zippy LiFe battery
packs I was using at Franklin to
Thunder Power LiPo packs. There are

two main advantages to using LiPo
batteries over LiFe: First of all, the LiPo
packs weigh significantly less and I
was able to save around nine ounces
using the new packs; second of all,
the voltage per cell increases from
3.3V to 3.7V. 

The individual cell voltage increase
expanded the voltage of my entire
weapon system to 29.6V. With the
additional weight available and the
increase in voltage, I was able to
make a few component changes.

Since I had quite a bit of extra
weight due to the upgrade to LiPo, I
decided to use the UHMW gearbox
mounts that I had already made. At
Franklin, I was using 3D printed
mounts, and while they worked
adequately, by the end of the event
they all had cracks in them
propagating out from their mounting
holes. Since I had the extra weight, I
figured I might as well use the UHMW
mounts so I don’t have to worry
about cracks within the mount, and I
can focus on other areas of the robot
in case of repairs. 

With the updated design to the
drive motor housing and the switch to
UHMW gearbox mounts, the drive
pod assembly is much stronger than it
was at Franklin, and I hope that I
won’t have to do any repairs to them
throughout the event. The final
updated drive pod can be seen in
Figure 6. 

The next improvement I
had in mind was to get a
reversible ESC for the
weapon blade. After the
success I had against Triggo
at Franklin going tooth-to-
tooth, I was fairly certain
O’Donnell was going to
figure out a way to make his
shell reversible. Knowing that
I am able to change weapon
directions faster than he is
able to, I thought it would
be wise to be reversible as
well. 

I ended up settling on
the Turnigy Trackstar 1/5th

scale sensorless 200 amp 8S Opto Car
ESC. I chose it because it was decently
cheap at a price of $85, and I knew
that it would be more than powerful
enough for the G160 weapon motor. 

In order to reduce the tension in
the ESC and weapon motor wires, we
also milled out the slot in the upper
tube to reduce the length the wires
had to travel to connect to one
another. The ESC ready for installation
can be seen in Figure 7. 

With the electrical system all
updated, I only had a few minor
changes to the weapon design. First
of all, I upgraded the weapon axle’s
pulley from a 34 tooth pulley to a 37
tooth pulley. Due to the increase in
voltage with the LiPo batteries, I was
able to get away with the increase in
pulley size, and still retain a similar top
speed of the blade that I wanted. 

By increasing the pulley size, I
should be able to spin up a bit faster,
which is always a plus when fighting
fast wedges that will try and pin you
before you can even spin up to speed.
In addition to the new pulley, I also
cut and glued some hex steel rod into
the bottom of the shoulder bolt of the
weapon axle. 

When rounded off, this made the
contact area of the weapon axle
much smaller which should help
minimize any drifting effects caused
by the axle. 

You can see the hex key being

Figure 7: Turnigy Trackstar ESCready to be installed.
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Idon’t know if it’s a sign of global
warming, but this was the
warmest Motorama that I can

remember ... a sweatshirt was enough
outside, and t-shirts and some shorts
inside. It was a nice change from the
record cold and snow of last year.
While Motorama is primarily a
car/motorbike/go-kart event, the
Northeast Robotics Club (NERC,
www.nerc.us) has organized a major
robotic conflict event there for more
than 10 years. 

The numbers entered (114) and
competing (94) were down a little
from last year, but that was mostly a
reduction in the number of
Antweights.

We travelled up on Friday
afternoon and evening, so missed all
of the Antweight and Fairyweight
competitions, but last year’s
champion, Algos had triumphed again
after a tough final against horizontal

bar spinner, Vile Ant. The damage to
Algos brings us to the main theme of
this year’s event report: The bots were
involved in some of the toughest
fights ever, and there was plenty of
damage done. 

While it’s true many fights result
in little damage — especially in the
Sportsman class — the true combat
classes contain many fearsome bots
that can do real destruction to their
opponents. Two-time champion, Algos
has been retired after Moto; not
because of the damage it received

(which is repairable), but because its
builder, Mike Jeffries is moving up a
weight class to the 3 lb Beetleweights,
hoping to repeat the success he has
had in the Ants. 

The main event gets going on
Saturday. There were the usual last
minute repairs and last minute builds
like that of Wedge of Allegiance: a
Kitbots kit that only just got finished
— and indeed named — right before
the safety tests were completed. 

Safety consists of a weight check
(no, it doesn’t matter what your

EVENT REPORT:
Motorama 2016 – Teeth and
Consequences ● by Pete Smith

glued into the weapon shaft in Figure
8.

While none of the design changes
I completed on Glasgow Kiss were
that large, I believe they will make the

bot far more competitive, and it will
be interesting to see how it does. The
updated drive ESCs in conjunction
with the smaller contact area of the
weapon axles should allow me to
have much more control while driving
the bot, which will let me be quite a
bit more aggressive in fights.

The updates to the weapon
system should allow me to spin the
blade up to top speed much faster,
and the reversible speed controller will
always allow me to go tooth-to-tooth
against the inevitable rematch against
Triggo. 

All in all, I am satisfied with the
updates to the design, and I am
excited to go against some tough
competition at Motorama. 

You can see the fully updated
Glasgow Kiss ready for Motorama in
Figure 9. SV

Figure 8: Weaponaxle with hex rodinserts.
Figure 9:GlasgowKiss,ready forMotorama.

Safety check line.
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scales measured!), whether the bot
meets the rules, confirming sharp
edges are covered, and that you have
a method of locking the weapon and
safely powering the bot up and down.
There is then a quick check inside the
small arena to demonstrate that the
bot can show controlled movement
and that both the drive and weapons
failsafe correctly when the TX is
switched off. 

With all bots through safety, there
is a roll call to double-check that all
bots that passed are entered correctly
in the brackets and no one has been
left out. This is followed by a driver’s
meeting where the basic rules of the
event are explained and any questions
are answered. With this complete, the
event got underway by about 11.00
am, about an hour earlier than last
year.

The main part of the competition
is held in the big arena which is
assembled on Friday while the Ant
and Fairyweights are competing in the
small arena. Spectators in the stands
get a good view on either side and
from the wide passageway at one
end, then the last side has the judge’s
table and the camera tent. 

To help other drivers get a good
view of the fights without blocking
the view of the spectators in the
stands, a large projector and screen

are set up behind the judges. 
Last year, there was a large

increase in the numbers of bots in all
classes, but the Beetleweight class
saw the greatest growth. This year,
the number increased slightly with 39
competing over last year’s 37. Team
Robojackets from Georgia Tech in
particular had entered a large number
of Beetleweights including Ghoti,
Misti, Sandi, and Shelli. 

There were many good fights on
the way to the finals, and a lot of
damage taken and meted out.
Trilobite (with its new wide titanium
wedge) took only minor scratches in
wins over horizontal spinners,
Nocturne and Silent Spring, only to
get well battered about by the vertical
unitooth of Project Darkness. That
unitooth went on to inflict even worse
damage to Silent Spring. 

The Collective — a multibot
consisting of three near identical 1 lb
wedges — was thoroughly
disassembled by Margin of Safety.
Thunder Child came to a grisly end
fighting Scrambles, the Death Dealer,
although a timely tap-out would likely
have prevented most of the damage,
and a little Loctite on a setscrew
might well have given them the win. 

In the end, Margin of Safety
became the champion, beating Project
Darkness in the final. 

There were 10 Hobbyweights (the
same number as in 2015), but there
was an increase in deadly KE spinner
bots. Last year’s runner-up, Isotelus
Rex was quickly dispatched by Minor
Threat 2 which heavily damaged both
the titanium wedge and one of the
rear wheels. 

Auto Destruct first competed
about 10 years ago, but may finally be
retired after the damage taken in a
fight with Steel n Shock. Last year’s
winner, Attrition easily beat the
ferocious Ultimate Ripto, but then had
a tougher fight against Minor Threat
2. A blade to blade hit removed half
the tooth on either side of Attrition’s
drum. 

Attrition then won the fight when
Minor Threat 2 caught fire. Steel n
Shock went on to beat the damaged
Attrition, but then lost to Not Disko in
the final.

Twenty-six (30 lb) Featherweights
registered, but only 15 actually
competed. This was up from the 13 of
last year and included several new
bots: Big Richard with a large blade
mounted on an overhead arm; Big
Ripto, a scaled-up version of the 12 lb
Ripto Ultimate; a new version of
MegatRon with its overhead carbide
tipped saw blade; a 45 lb shufflebot,
SS Impact with a massive blade and
the most effective shuffler mechanism

www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/article/August2016_Motorama2016-Results.

The big arena. Projection screen.
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I’ve ever seen. It weighs only a little
more than a conventional drive,
leaving a lot of the 50% weight bonus
for use on the weapon and armor. 

These new bots together with
two-time champion, Triggo with new
teeth; Glasgow Kiss, the bot that had
knocked the old ones off at Franklin;
and ring spinner, Cathii meant that
some serious damage would be done. 

Glasgow Kiss hoped to repeat its
success in knocking teeth off Triggo,
but instead had a catastrophic failure
in the welds that held the two main
tubes together which brought its
event to a premature end. 

Wedge/lifter bot, Omega survived
its first fight against Big Ripto by
quickly stopping to work and then
tapping out, but had less luck against
SS Impact suffering greatly before
again having to tap out. Triggo was
knocked down to the loser’s bracket
after a tough match against Styx. It
mangled MegatRon, then came up

against Big Ripto. 
This was possibly the most violent

of all the fights this year. Big Ripto
delivered three big hits, the second of
which threw Triggo across the arena
into the wall of the arena, cracking
the first layer of the Lexan. 

A final monster hit gave Triggo a
lot of air time and left him
overturned. Big Ripto lost to Also
Riptoff in a short sharp fight, who, in
turn, lost to Styx in the final.

We had nine Sportsman (30 lb)
class bots this year; down two from
last year. Missing were last year’s
winner, Power of Metal, and Über
flipper, Überclocker Advance.
Swordfish 2 was back with a shorter
sword. 

There was a new flail bot,
Morrigan; drill bot, Drill Master Drill
Massacre; and hyperactive axe bot,
Iron Golem. 

Being the Sportsman class, there
isn’t much (if any) damage to report,

but there were some pretty exciting
fights cumulating in the finals where
Nyx beat Iron Golem. 

We had some celebrities with us
this year: part of Team JACD, the
“Kids from MIT” whose bot Overhaul
did well in last year’s revival of the
Battlebots™ TV show were there. The
show is back this year and JACD will
be back, along with some other
competitors who have been regulars
at NERC events.

Sadly, again we had to head
home to North Carolina straight after
the event, missing the arena strip
down and post event dinner, but this
year the competition was over and the
prizes awarded by 5.30 pm — three
hours earlier than last year. 

It was a great event despite the
disappointing performance of
Glasgow Kiss and Isotelus Rex. I’m
likely rebuilding or retiring Isotelus Rex
but Glasgow Kiss will be re-welded
and be back in the fall for the Franklin
Institute event. (Be sure and read the
final part of Andrew Smith’s series on
Glasgow Kiss, also in this issue.)

Thanks to everyone that helped
set up and tear down the arenas,
organize stuff, judge, bot wrangle,
fire fight, take videos, etc., for making
this excellent event happen every year.
SV

Results:
Fairyweights:
1st Demise 2nd Denise 3rd Bia
Antweights:
1st Algos 2nd VileAnt 3rd Low Blow
Beetleweights:
1st Margin of Safety 2nd Project Darkness 3rd Silent Spring
Hobbyweights:
1st Disko 2nd Steel n Shock 3rd Attrition
Featherweights:
1st Styx 2nd Also Riptoff 3rd Big Ripto
Sportsman:
1st Nyx 2nd Iron Golem 3rd Spanky

Prizes were supplied by the following
sponsors:

Kitbots
www.kitbots.com

FingerTech Robotics
www.fingertechrobotics.com

Near Chaos Robotics
http://nearchaos.net

ServoCity
www.servocity.com

Rev Robotics
www.revrobotics.com

BotBitz
www.botbitz.com

eOdesigns
http://e0designs.com

Team Tiki
www.ttrobotics.com

Artisans Asylum
https://artisansasylum.com

The Robot MarketPlace
www.robotmarketplace.com

Holmes Hobbies
holmeshobbies.com

Photos of all the robots that
competed are available at the article
link.
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THE FUTURE IS BRUSHLESS
Using Open Source Drone Firmware
for Robot Drivetrains ● by Charles Guan

It's an indisputable fact that the
most critical system in a combat
robot is the drivetrain. After all, if

you can't move, you're just waiting to
be counted out by the referee.
Historically, the trend for robot drive
motors has been lighter, stronger, and
more poweful. 

We've come a long way in robot
drive technology since the days of
cutting windshield wiper motors out
of junked cars and rewinding
industrial fan motors. Nowadays, we
sit at the apex of what good ol' DC
brush motors can do.

I found out the hard way at
BattleBots™ Season 1 in 2015, driving
our team's robot, Overhaul that I
wanted more. We burnt out several of
our Ampflow F30-400 drive motors
from drawing too much power. The
carbon brushes disintegrated, taking
out the motor armature as they did. I
was dissatisfied that $300+ motors
were limited in their performance by a
quarter square inch of graphite.

The best consistent drivers of
combat robots know the dynamics of
their own machines and use it to their
advantage each match. I like drifting
around and doing J-turns, and
generally being swoopy and
unpredictable — a preference
gained from driving my 30 lb
class bots. Therefore, when
Overhaul hit the limits of what
we could get from brushed DC
motors — even geared for 20
mph — I turned my attention to
an emerging corner of the
combat robot drive motor
market: the brushless motor.

Brushless motors from the
RC model industry have been in
use for several years as weapon

motors, and they have revolutionized
the smaller weight classes (1 lb
through 60 lb). They offer immensely
improved power to weight ratios
compared to DC brush motors — even
high performance thoroughbred ones
like Ampflows. The missing link was
control.

Generally, RC motor controllers
rely on voltage sensing to start and
run the motor; so called "sensorless"
control. This means the motor has a

minimum speed under which it will
not behave, since motors generate
voltage only while in motion. Yeah,
your motor has to be moving before it
can move. (I know, right?!)

Industrial control systems tended
to be very large and expensive since
they are designed for precision motion
control of, dare I say, real robots. I
was looking to strike the middle
ground: light weight, good low speed
performance, and low cost.

During late 2014 and
2015, some small bot builders
had begun experimenting with
brushless drive using RC
controllers modified with open
source firmware. These custom
firmwares such as SimonK and
BLHeli were developed because
the builders of high
performance multi-rotor drones
were dissatisfied with the
existing airplane controller’s
smooth and gentle behavior. 

For stunt piloting, they
implemented more robust
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Overhaul (left)tangling withBite Force atBattleBots 2015.

Destroyed F30-400 armaturesfrom driving too hard.
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sensorless motor starting
algorithms and rapid
reversing. The robot
community quickly began
modifying RC controllers to
drive smaller robots with a
moderate success rate. 

One builder, Lucas Grell,
wrote a guide on how to use
SimonK in particular for robot
applications. Go to https://
goo.gl/3wQTVX to check it
out. I was curious if the same
firmware programmed into a
larger RC controller could
handle a much bigger robot. 

The enemy of sensorless
controllers is inertia. If the
controller can't prod the
motor into moving to detect
its voltage signal, it will never
run the motor. Big robots have
a LOT of inertia! Luckily, both
SimonK and BLHeli are very
configurable; they are written to be
modified for a range of RC controller
models. I decided to begin with
SimonK because of my familiarity with
the common Atmel ATmega chips
found in many RC controllers.

My experimental subject was the
HobbyKing Turnigy DLUX 250A HV
controller which I selected out of a
few candidates after buying them and
taking them apart. The DLUX 250A
had an ATmega microcontroller, good

construction, and — most important —
wads of transistors and a massive
heatsink to handle the motor current. 

To load SimonK onto this
controller (which was not in the list of
premade configurations), I spent
several hours tracing the signal
circuitry to find out which
microcontroller pins were used for
what purpose.

It worked on the bench, but I
needed to put it in a 250 lb robot to

really get a sense of what I
had to tune. Luckily, I had
built a "practice bot" prior to
BattleBots Season 2. This test
dummy (named Sadbot) was
welded out of six inch steel C-
beams and 1/4" thick plates,
with Overhaul's spare wheels
bolted in. Quite literally made
from a piece of highway
overpass, it was a crude way
to get 250 pounds on four
wheels, and was exactly what
I needed. 

To interface the fast RC
airplane motors to Overhaul's
spare wheel assembly, I had to
mount them to BaneBots P80
gearboxes, for which they
were a near perfect fit. The
custom gearmotor dropped in
place of the F30-400 motors,
and I was in business.

While Sadbot could move,
I realized that extensive tuning and
modification was needed to get "DC
motor-like" behavior. First, I discovered
the controllers were blowing up
capacitors because of the current
spike of starting a 250 lb load. I
replaced all the capacitors with high
performance power-supply grade ones
as a result. 

Next, I found that the robot's
driveability was improved significantly
by enabling the braking feature of

Some large RCairplanemotors, like thekind I wouldend up using inOverhaul 2.

A screenshot of the SimonK firmware loaded in theKKMulticopter configuration tool. Both of theseare open source, developed by drone builders.

The Turnigy DLUX250A HV controller.
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SimonK. This forces the robot's speed to track your radio stick
position tightly. The robot won't coast, and as a result, the
controller does not have to fight the motor just to slow it down. 

Finally, to improve low speed performance further, I read
the transistor switching times on an oscilloscope and turned
the minimum PWM duty cycle of the controller as low as it
could go while still turning the transistor on. This meant the
motor could spin very slowly to start with, giving the mass
of the robot more time to accelerate.

The combination of these modifications resulted in a
250 lb drivetrain that closely mimicked how Overhaul drove,
using motors that weighed only four pounds each. There is
still significant work to be done, but I think that with tuning
to your needs, you can get 99% of DC motor performance;
the one exception being "holding torque" where the motor
isn't moving but has to apply torque. For that, more complex
control schemes than what SimonK and BLHeli can offer are
needed. 

It also necessitates a slightly different driving style,
which I would describe as "avoiding center stick;" meaning,
trying to avoid having the robot stop and start repeatedly,
and instead choosing to turn instead of stop. Luckily, I was

Replacing the stock low quality capacitors with high gradeones.

The system piloted by Sadbot installed fully in Overhaul 2.Will it perform?

Scoping the rise- and fall-time of the transistors to adjustthe minimum running speed and braking power as closelyas I can.

A Turnigy SK3-6374 motor mated to a BaneBots P80gearbox comprises the drive unit for Sadbot andOverhaul 2.
Sadbot, the 250 lb drivetrain mule for Overhaul 2.
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already well used to this, but it is a
change from many people's driving
styles.

To summarize, brushless drive for
big bots is promising but still
uncharted territory. I really think it's
the next big thing to happen to the
sport, as we press available parts for
higher and higher performance. 

Imagine a spinning weapon like
Nightmare or Tombstone with drive
motors that weigh only a few pounds,
or an all-drivetrain bot like Stinger or
Overhaul with a dozen of these
motors! It's all a matter of closing the
control loop, and I'm eager to do
more testing in this area.

In the meantime, watch

BattleBots Season 2 on ABC this
summer to see if Overhaul 2 proves
itself!

For the complete build report of
Sadbot and detailed explanations of
the brushless controller tuning, you
can refer to my website at www.eto
theipiplusone.net/?p=3985.  SV

First off, the Viper kit from
FingerTech Robotics is probably
the most beginner friendly way

of getting into the combat robot
hobby. The full color manual not only
covers the assembly of the kit, but
safety, LiPo safety, troubleshooting,
upgrade options, and other resources
to explore more of the hobby.

The Build
The FingerTech Viper kit comes in

a very good looking and well packed
box. The build is very straightforward
thanks to the very clear step-by-step
manual. A majority of the required
tools are included; all that is needed is
threadlock for all metal to metal
connections, adhesive back Velcro™ to
fasten electronics, zip ties to keep the
wires together, and pliers to tighten in
the switch/charge jack. Even snap ring
pliers are included to assemble the
snap wheels.

It all starts with the complete
electric system. This is made easy
thanks to all the soldering already
being done and the use of the
FingerTech mini terminal blocks. The
tinyESCs use the MiniQD connectors
to attach to the Silver Spark motors.
When connecting the tinyESCs to the
motor, be careful. They take a bit of
pressure to clip into place, but you
want to avoid bending the motor
tabs. With the motors, ESCs, switch,

and terminal blocks all wired
together, it’s only four
screws to fasten the motors
to the aluminum frame, and
to tighten in the switch. It’s
a knurled nut and can be
done by hand, but pliers
make it much easier without
a doubt.

The Viper uses the
FingerTech snap hubs and
snap wheels to provide the needed
traction to win fights. When installing
the hubs to the motors, be sure to
leave about a 1/8” gap between the
frame and hub. This is so the tire
doesn't hit the frame if it does bulge
out past the hub. I found 1/8” gives
just enough clearance; this way, it
doesn't have them sticking out,
putting more leverage on the
gearboxes. 

Make sure to use threadlock on
the setscrews; you don't want a wheel
falling off. Putting the tire onto the
hub is rather straightforward, but then
you need to squish it on with the
washer. Make sure to leave the
recessed side out, and install the snap
ring. This can be a little tricky and just
takes some practice. 

The end result is you want to
compress the tire with the washer,
and make sure the snap ring is fully
seated in the groove on the hub and
the washer is against the snap ring.
This is the trickiest part of the build,

but gives you a durable, lightweight,
and reliable tire/hub setup.

Now that you have the frame
with the motors, ESCs, and wheel
assemblies on, all that’s left is to
install the battery, receiver, and armor
to have a completed basic Viper kit.
First, you need to plug the receiver
wires from the two ESCs into channels
1 and 2 in your receiver. The right side
ESC goes into channel 1 and the left
side ESC goes into channel 2. You
then want to fasten down your
receiver. I like using Velcro for this, as
it makes it easy to remove to get to
the plugs. 

Positioning it on the left side of
the chassis seems to be the best spot
for it as shown in the manual, but
make sure it stays clear of the wheel. 

All that is left to get added is the
battery. It'll fit nicely behind the
motors on one side, but I also like
adding a bit of Velcro here to make
sure it stays put. Having any kind of
electronics moving around isn't ideal,

BUILD REPORT:
FingerTech Viper Kit ● by Andrew Burghgraef
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so if you're only building
your Viper as a basic
wedge, now would be a
good time to use some
zip ties to do some wire
management. You want
to keep everything out of
the wheels.

At this time,
everything should be
ready for a test drive.
You want to plug in the
charge plug (which
doubles as the
mechanical kill switch)
before plugging in the
battery. Place it on
something to keep the
wheels off the ground.
You always want to have
the radio on before you turn your bot
on. You can now remove the charge
plug and the right stick on your radio
should drive the robot. 

There is a nice troubleshooting
section in the back of the manual if it
isn't driving correctly, but if you're not
using the optional radio offered by
FingerTech, you might have the mixing
done incorrectly so this will require
some further investigating.

Now you have an almost
complete driving little robot. The final
step is to screw on the armor; in this
case, Lexan. You'll want to use
threadlock on all the screws to make
sure they stay in tight during a fight,

but I'd also suggest
putting in all the screws
loosely before tightening
them down. This makes
sure you have the plates
all lined up correctly.
Make sure to drip the
threadlock into the
inserts instead of onto
the screws. This way, you
won’t get any on the
Lexan. Threadlock
severely weakens Lexan!

You now have built
your FingerTech Viper kit.
If you had any issues,
you can contact
FingerTech at the email

address on the back of the manual, as
well as check out the links towards
the back of the manual.

Now What?
Now that you have a complete

working combat robot, you're ready to
compete. That said, at this point it
only weighs around 11 oz, so with
many events running the Antweight
class (or 1 lb class), you can still add 5
oz of awesomeness to your new bot. 

You can do this many ways, but
the easiest way will be one of the
Add-On kits FingerTech offers. They
have both a Spinner Add-On for those
that want to spin to win, as well as a
Lifter Add-On to flip the opponent. I
opted to go with the Lifter Add-On
and found it to be as straightforward
to assemble as the base kit.
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www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/article/August2016_Viper-Kit.

Chassis completewith motors, ESCs,receiver, lifterservo, and battery.

Top armor with completedlifting arm.

Motors, ESCs, andmini terminal blocksinstalled in thechassis. 

All the contents laid out. Almost everything youneed to build it including tools (included snapring pliers not pictured) are provided.
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The Lifter Add-On
As mentioned, the Lifter

Add-On is equally simple to
assemble, and again includes
most of the needed additional
tools to do the install. You still
need a Phillips screwdriver,
electrical tape or small heat
shrink tubing, and an X-acto™ or
similar knife. The knife is to help
remove the red wire from the
servo connector, so a very small
flat head screw driver might do
the trick as well.

Assembling the Lifter Add-
On all starts with putting
together the main lifter arm. You start
by screwing the lifter arms to the
NutStrip. Make sure to use threadlock,
and don't tighten them all together.
This acts as the main pivot point of the
lifting arm, so you want it to not bind,
yet be slop free. You also want to
make the two lifting arms symmetrical
as you want the NutStrip on the
outside of both arms. 

You then need to connect the
two lifting arms with the cross bar
and linkage arm. Make sure the
linkage arm is over the crossbar and
should pivot on it smoothly once it’s
together. The final step to the lifter
arm assembly is to screw on the steel
scoop. Like the armor on the bot, I
like to put in all the screws, then
tighten them after to make sure it’s all
lined up. Take note that the screws
just go into plastic, so don't go crazy
on tightening them, and don't use
threadlock. Remember threadlock
products can actually damage the
plastic.

With the lifter arm done, you'll
want to set that aside and grab the
servo and servo mounts from the kit
and put them together. Remove the
top plate from your completed Viper.
Next is the most difficult part of the
build. You want the servo to run off
the 7.4V from the battery for more
lifting power and speed instead of the
BEC in the tinyESC that is only 5V. To
do this, you need to remove the red

wire from the servo plug. This is done
by gently lifting the little tab holding
the pin in the connector. The easiest
way to do this is to use an X-acto or
similar tool and slide it under the little
tab while sliding the pin out of the
connector. There is no need to put
any force on the wire as it'll slide right
out unless the tab hasn't been lifted
enough. If you never plan on using
the servo for anything else, breaking
off the little tab will make life easier
and the wire will slide out, but you
won't be able to put it back in. 

With that now done, use the little
piece of included wire and slide it into
the end of the pin on the red servo
wire and cover it in electrical tape or
heat shrink. The other end of the wire
goes into a free slot in the red

terminal block.  
You then put the servo plug

into the throttle channel (ch3)
and turn on the radio and bot
(the radio always goes on first,
and you always want the wheels
of the bot off the ground when
powering it on). Move the left
stick all the way down and
make sure the trim is centered.
You can now power it all down.
This is done so the servo goes
where it needs to be when the
lifter arm is all the way down.

In a little zip lock bag, you'll
find a couple different servo
arms. You want the single arm

that will have a bigger hole at the
very end. Slide it on to the servo
horizontally. This should be a snug fit,
but you want to make sure the spline
on the servo aligns with that of the
arm. Before pressing it on, a slight
rotational wiggle will let you almost
feel where it needs to go in to avoid
damage to the spline on the arm. 

The last step with the servo is to
mount it in the chassis. The mounts
are made to be universal, so there are
five holes they can be mounted with.
For the correct position, you want to
use the second and fifth holes from
the servo tabs for it to be in the
correct position in the Viper chassis. 

With all the electronics in the
Viper now, you want to make sure all
the wires are routed safely and away
from the wheels and servo arm.

With all the electronics taken care
of, it’s now time to mount the lifter
arm you previously built to the top
armor. To attach the lifter linkage arm
to the servo, you can either power up
the bot and move the left stick up, or
with it all powered down, gently
rotate the servo arm
counterclockwise. You'll then be able
to place the top armor on the bot
with the arm sticking out to screw the
linkage arm to the servo arm. 

Note the side on which it needs
to be screwed. You also won't want to
tighten that screw too much as you
want the arm to pivot smoothly. Now,
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CompletedViper lifterready foraction.

Snap hub and snap wheels installedon the Silver Spark motors.
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screw on the top armor plate and
you’re done with the construction of
the lifter. All that is left is the basic
radio setup. Once the radio and bot
are powered up with the left stick all
the way down, you want to adjust the
trim so the lifter arm just touches the
top armor. You don't want it pressing
the top on the bot as that just creates
unnecessary load on the servo for no
benefit. 

You should now have a fully
completed bot with a lifter to topple
your opponent ready for combat. I
would recommend double-checking the
weight to make sure you're within the
rules of your event, but I found mine
to come in at 15.5 oz so you should
have no issues being under 1 lb.

Well there you have it. You've
now successfully built your Viper kit
with the Lifter Add-On. All you need
to do now is practice driving it for
your first event!  SV

1 888 GO 4 KITS

Stepper Motor DriversSmart Car ChassisWirelessControllersPlus More!

QKITS ELECTRONICS

www.qkits.com

Arduino Raspberry PiPower SuppliesToolsSwitchesServos

$6.95 flat rate shipping

A selection of servos,motors, brackets & other accessories for your robotics project.
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BOTKITS.COM 
Battle tested   Battle proven
COMBAT ROBOT KITS & PARTS

www.botkits.com
D2s sweep the beetle division at Robogames!

THE D2 COMBAT ROBOT KIT

Electronics  Motors  Hardware
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B
oston Dynamics has a rich history of
developing big robots for big bucks
while working with the military
industrial complex; specifically, the
Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency (DARPA). From Atlas (Figure 1) to
SandFlea (Figure 2), Boston Dynamics’ robots
have always been about the “mission.” Whether
a hulk-like imposing bipedal rescue bot or a small
dexterous four-wheeled jumping car-like robot,
the Boston Dynamics stable of professional
robots has been anything but boring.
Unfortunately, none of this menagerie was ever
intended for home use. That is, until now.

While Boston Dynamics
latest robot might be spot
on, its ability to keep the
subsidiary company
financially solvent in the eyes
of its parent corporate
conglomerate might be a
case of too little, too late.

Boston Dynamics’
SpotMini: A Robot
Too Little, That Could
Be Too Late By Dave Prochnow

The newest dog in town, Boston Dynamics’ SpotMini.
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Figure 1. Atlas — the robot responsible for Google’s
robo-armageddon angst.
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Atlas Shrugged
Enter the newest member of the family (see All in the

Family sidebar): SpotMini. In addition to the adoption of
the now familiar Boston Dynamics “unique” naming
convention (e.g., BigDog, Petman, etc.) as shown in Figure
3, the new SpotMini has some other tricks up its, err, ahh,
sleeve. According to the Boston Dynamics YouTube video
that introduced SpotMini to the world:

“SpotMini is a new smaller version of the Spot robot,
weighing 55 lbs dripping wet (65 lbs if you include its arm).
SpotMini is all electric (no hydraulics) and runs for about
90 minutes on a charge, depending on what it is doing.
SpotMini is one of the quietest robots we have ever built. It
has a variety of sensors, including depth cameras, a solid-
state gyro (IMU), and proprioception sensors in the limbs.

Post comments on this article at www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/article/August2016_BD-SpotMini.
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All in the Family
Here’s a quick rundown of the Boston Dynamics robot family
tree:

Atlas — Six foot tall biped that scared Google’s public relations
department.

BigDog — Robotic pack mule created in 2005.

Cheetah — Set the land speed record for legged robots in 2012
at 28 mph.

LittleDog — Small quadruped robot designed for locomotion
research.

LS3 — Legged Squad Support System, called AlphaDog; deemed
too noisy for military work.

Petman — Protection Ensemble Test Mannequin for evaluating
chemical warfare.

RHex — Rugged six-legged all-terrain robot.

RiSE — Six-legged vertical climbing robot.

SandFlea — An 11 pound four-wheeled robot that can jump 30
feet into the air.

Resources
Bloomberg Boston Dynamics article
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-03-
17/google-is-said-to-put-boston-dynamics-robotics-
unit-up-for-sale

Boston Dynamics www.bostondynamics.com

SpotMini YouTube Video https://youtu.be/tf7IEVTDjng

Figure 3. The Boston Dynamics SpotMini. This model is
“dressed out” in a fashionable “Spring white” plastic skin.

Figure 2A and 2B. Able to leap a 30-foot building in a
single bound ... the SandFlea.

BA
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These sensors help with navigation and
mobile manipulation. SpotMini performs
some tasks autonomously, but often
uses a human for high level guidance.”

That’s a pretty impressive
specifications list for a home robot that’s
been delegated to assist with dish
washing. Oh, what do I mean by dish
washing? Well, the laundry list of
accessible functions that are right up the
SpotMini’s alley include:

• Walk (or, better yet, scamper) up
a flight of stairs (Figure 4A to 4E).

• Deliver snacks or a can of soda
like in Figure 5 to a carbon-based life
form (i.e., that’s you!).

• Pick itself up off the floor; like after slipping on a
pile of banana peels (Vaudeville would be proud of this
bot’s pratfall) (Figure 6A to 6D).

• Pick up around the house; great for teenagers.

New Dog, Old Trick
Built on a svelte four-legged chassis, the SpotMini
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Figure 4A-4E. It’s always on the
second floor! Surprisingly, SpotMini is
able to nimbly climb a set of typical

household stairs.

A B C

ED

Figure 5. Never try to “take” the soda can from SpotMini;
rather ask first, “SpotMini, may I?”
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prominently includes a robotic
arm equipped with a gripper
that is strangely fashioned into a
lizard-like head shape. Think
dinosaur steam shovel from the
original The Flintstones®
cartoon series. 

Affectionately known as a
“face-arm,” this appendage
(Figure 7) is similar to one used
by BigDog for flinging cement
blocks. So, steer clear of pillow
fights with this household helper
bot.

In addition to this
mechanical appendage, there
has been some speculation
about the various sensors that
might be affixed to the
SpotMini. As such, various sharp-
eyed reviewers have cited both
the VLP-16 Puck by Velodyne
and the MultiSense SL by
Carnegie Robotics as possible
candidates for the SpotMini’s 3D
range sensing.

The VLP-16 Puck (Figure 8)
is a small but powerful light
detection and ranging (LiDAR)
system. Housed in a protective
design, the Puck is able to
provide a 360 degree horizontal
field of view (FOV) coupled with
a 15 degree vertical FOV over a
100 meter distance range.
Combined with low power
consumption and a cost-
effective mass production
mindset, the Puck cost $7,999.

On the other hand, the Carnegie Robotics MultiSense
SL 3D (see Figure 9) range sensor is a laser 3D stereo video
“tri-modal” product that is already the “head” of choice for
the Boston Dynamics’ Atlas robots.This tri-modal effect
provides three streams of data: 3D stereo range data; laser
range data; and video data. 

Likewise, there is some significant computing power
coupled to these data streams. For example, the stereo
output point clouds generate 43,000 points per second
with over 11 million feature matches per second. 

This type of vision granularity enables the SpotMini to
autonomously respond to a wide variety of environmental
challenges.
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Too Many Giggles for Google?

Apparently, the director of communications at Google,

Courtney Hohne, didn’t see a lot of humor in the Boston

Dynamics’ YouTube video of Atlas deftly trudging through

an icy forest. From the same series of internal messages

cited in the Bloomberg article about Google attempting to

sell Boston Dynamics, Hohne said, “There’s excitement from

the tech press, but we’re also starting to see some negative

threads about it being terrifying, ready to take human’s

jobs.” Furthermore, “We’re not going to comment on this

video because there’s really not a lot we can add, and we

don’t want to answer most of the Qs it triggers.”

A B

C D

Figure 6A-6D. Haven’t you been told to
never run in the house? Next thing you

know, you’ll try to run with scissors in your
face-arm.

Note. All SpotMini, Atlas, and SandFlea photographs are
courtesy of Boston Dynamics.
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No Bucks, No Bots
Despite the best efforts of

SpotMini to “stick” its spot in the
home market, a Boston Dynamics
financial meltdown seems to be
signalling the end of this bot’s
possible domestic employment
future. 

In an article done back in
March of this year by Brad Stone
and Jack Clark of Bloomberg,
“Google Puts Boston Dynamics Up
for Sale in Robotics Retreat,”
assertions were made that
Google’s parent company,
Alphabet, Inc., doesn’t foresee
Boston Dynamics developing a
marketable, financially profitable
product within the next “few
years.” Therefore, Boston
Dynamics (as you may already
know) is for sale.

There are two possible suitors
for acquiring Boston Dynamics:
Toyota, specifically Toyota
Research Institute; and
Amazon.com, Inc. 

Actually, I’m hoping that
Amazon makes the buy; I can’t
wait for Atlas to knock on (or kick
in) my front door and deliver my
next Christmas season Cyber
Monday order. SV

FrontPanelExpress.com
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Cost effective prototypes
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Figure 9. Carnegie Robotics MultiSense SL is
the preferred ranging system for Atlas and

may be used on SpotMini, too. 
[Photograph courtesy of Carnegie Robotics.]

Figure 8. The LiDAR Puck from Velodyne is a
potent 3D ranging system. 

[Photograph courtesy of Velodyne.]

Figure 7.
Powerful,

articulated, and
slightly

anthropomorphic,
the SpotMini

face-arm teaches
this dog a new

trick —
personality.
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Brushless DC Motors with Two
New Motor Drivers 

Texas Instruments (TI) introduces two new motor drivers
that support high performance powertrain applications.

The DRV8305-Q1 — a highly integrated three-phase
brushless DC gate driver — and the UCC27211A-Q1 — a
high current half-bridge gate driver — improve system
performance and provide design flexibility to meet a diverse
range of automotive system requirements.

For powertrain applications such as transmission pumps
or engine cooling fans, the DRV8305-Q1 features a smart
gate-drive architecture with programmable slew-rate control
that allows easy optimization of MOSFET electromagnetic
compliance (EMC). With an operating ambient temperature
range of -40°C to 150°C, the DRV8305-Q1 meets the
Automotive Electronics Council (AEC)-Q100 Grade 0
automotive temperature specification. 

Other features and benefits include the following:
Start-stop support: The device operates down to 4.4V

to support start-stop functionality, which enables car
manufacturers to meet strict fuel efficiency and carbon-
dioxide emission standards.

Reduced board space: The DRV8305-Q1’s integrated
3.3V or 5V linear regulator, three current-sense amplifiers,
and smart gate-drive architecture reduces board size and
eliminates up to 20 external components.

Fault protection: Advanced on-chip protection with
detailed fault diagnostics guard against overtemperature,
undervoltage lockout, MOSFET shoot-through, and
overcurrent events.

For designers looking for design flexibility, the 100V

UCC27211A-Q1 half-bridge gate driver supports both
brushed and brushless DC motor applications. Designing
with individual half-bridges allows placement of the gate
driver close to the MOSFETs, minimizing parasitic
inductances and simplifying overall board layout.
Additionally, it offers the following benefits:

Leading performance: With the industry’s fastest
propagation delays at 15 ns, fast rise and fall times of 7 ns,
and a 4A peak gate drive, the device packs high
performance into a small 4.89 mm by 3.9 mm package
size.

Robust protection: The UCC27211A-Q1’s negative
voltage rating of -12V protects the driver from potentially
damaging voltage spikes.

The DRV8305-Q1 and UCC27211A-Q1 expand TI’s
robust portfolio of motor drivers that offer designers
integrated flexible solutions across a broad range of
voltage, current, interface, integration, and control options.

The 9 mm by 9 mm DRV8305-Q1 is available in a 48-
pin thermally enhanced thin-quad flat pack (HTQFP)
package. It is priced at $2.65 in 1,000 unit quantities. The
DRV8305-Q1 evaluation module is available for $99 for
designers looking to create and configure a three-phase
motor drive and control system.

The UCC27211A-Q1 is available as an eight-pin small
outline integrated circuit (SOIC) package with PowerPAD™
packaging and is priced at $1.77 in 1,000 unit quantities.

For further information, please contact:

For the finest in robots,
parts, and services, go to

www.servomagazine.
com and click on

Robo-Links.
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NEW PRODUCTS Continued from page 23

www.ti.comTexas Instruments
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PP
rop controllers like most other electronics have
come a long way in the last few years.
Components are readily available and many
designs are freely shared on the Web.

Not long ago, we were relegated to working with
commercially available controllers. Although they did get
the job done, the cost of purchasing multiple controllers
put a crimp on what a Do-It-Yourself builder could afford.
We were also locked into the features that the
manufacturers felt were necessary and that often did not fit
our requirements.

Choosing a prop controller comes down to personal
choice. There are many factors to be considered and we
will look at those in more detail. Take your time in choosing
what features are important to you. However, keep in mind
that as the saying goes, you have the choice of fast, good,
or cheap, and you can only pick two.

Features to Consider when
Choosing a Controller

Cost: The amount you are able to spend for the
controller portion of your build may select the path you
must travel when making your selection. If you have a large
available budget, the cost may not be the primary
determining factor. However, if you are a DIY builder, this
will often be the foremost consideration. In order to acquire
all the controllers you need to complete your projects, you
may be required to go the DIY route.

Complete controller or user assembled: This leads
us directly into the next decision. Will we choose a
commercially available completed model or will we take on
at least some of the assembly process? It is not necessary
that you take on the entire design and building of a unit
from scratch. You can take on as much of the process as
you want. If you do not have the interest or ability to
design and produce a controller, there are many products
that have done some of the work for you.

Job specific or able to handle a variety of tasks:
How specialized will the unit you choose be? If you are
unable to reprogram a unit, you will need to find one that
comes already set up to fit your needs. This will lock you
into the one use and will restrict your ability to repurpose
the controller when your needs change.

Reliability: Does the product have a solid track record
of dependable performance? Does the unit you are
interested in come with a warranty? Is there someone you
can contact if you have questions or issues? One of the
drawbacks of building your own is that all that responsibility
falls on you. Granted there are plenty of people on the
forums that will attempt to help, but it can be difficult and
time-consuming to find someone with the knowledge that
can supply the correct solution.

Power requirements: You will need to decide whether
you will be powering your controller with a battery or AC to
DC power transformer (better known as a wall wart). As an
aside, when disposing of a product that uses one, I make
sure to keep it for future use. You may also need to supply

Like the scarecrow that needed a brain, your characters cannot perform at their best
without some sort of master control. The good news is that it is not necessary to seek
out a wizard to find the perfect solution.

Whether you prefer to get your controllers complete and ready to roll or you enjoy
putting your own together, you will find something to satisfy your needs here. We will
take a look at an assortment of options to bring your creations to life.

DIY Animatronics DIY Animatronics 

By Steve Koci

Create Order from Chaos
with Prop Controllers
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your project with multiple voltages if the controller has one
requirement and your servos or other peripherals have
another.

Number of inputs and outputs: Depending on the
complexity of the project, this can be an important
qualification. Script out your routine and determine how
many you need. Then, add a couple more for insurance. I
always come up with additional needs as a project
progresses, so I take this into account from the beginning.

Trigger options: This is a big issue for me as my entire
display is run by a combination of individual controllers and
a DMX system from my computer. My trigger of choice is a
passive infrared sensor (PIR for short) which fits my needs
perfectly although they have their quirks. They can suffer
from false triggers, but a bit of debounce code greatly
helps with that.

Ease of assembly and operation: Do you have the
time and skill to assemble a bare printed circuit board? Do
you need to brush up on your soldering skills? How much
of the programming are you willing to take on?

Case or bare PCB (printed circuit board): If you plan
to go the build-your-own route, consider how you will
mount and safeguard it. You not only want it protected
from the elements but from accidental damage or
unwelcome tampering. You do not want a curious patron
to reprogram your critical controller!

Programming skills: Are you proficient in
programming or would you be willing to experiment and
learn? If not, you should steer your search towards
controllers that are either already programmed or allow you
to record your sequence externally. We will look at a couple
of options that allow for this. Programming knowledge is
NOT a necessity!

Hackable/adaptable: Does the controller allow you
access to adjust or reprogram it? Some manufacturers do

not supply you with the code, so you are relegated to using
them in the original configuration. Can you repurpose it
and utilize it for another application if you change
directions?

Choices, Choices, Choices
What if you want to skip all the soldering and

programming and still work with a controller that will do
everything you want? Let’s take a look at a couple of
options that can speed up the process of incorporating
controllers into your display.

One of the most straightforward applications for a prop
controller is to use one of the FrightProps PicoVolt motor
controllers (see Figure 1) to automate a wiper motor. These
motors are very robust and are reasonably priced. The
major drawback to them is that in their original state, they
rotate in one direction and at a single predetermined
speed. While this may satisfy your motion requirements in
some situations, you will probably want to vary the speed
and direction of the motor in order to provide a more
realistic action. These reasonably priced units provide a
simple and straightforward method to get you up and
running.

What if something was available that was programmed
using an app on your smartphone or tablet? Terror Tech
has developed a board that may revolutionize how we
program our shows. Their controller can utilize a
smartphone, tablet, or computer that’s connected via
Bluetooth. In addition to the eight relays, it can play HD
video clips, control servos, and much more (Figure 2).

The ability to reprogram your show wirelessly makes

Post comments on this section and find any associated files and/or downloads at 
www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/article/August2016_Animatronics-Prop-Controllers.

DIY Animatronics
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RESOURCES
Fright Props PicoVolt – http://tinyurl.com/jyjb2ju

Terror Tech – http://tinyurl.com/zljflbk

SparkFun Inventor’s Kit – http://tinyurl.com/kdetrlu

MDFLY Audio Units – http://tinyurl.com/hqgc54j

Scuba Board Button Banger – http://tinyurl.com/zax68qv

Frankenstein Three-Axis Board – http://tinyurl.com/gq9j5h7

Banshee – http://tinyurl.com/oy3tz5h

Parallax Activity Board – http://tinyurl.com/zev2eaa

Vixen Software – http://tinyurl.com/jafrky7

Renard Plus – http://tinyurl.com/jtlf4te

Light-O-Rama – http://tinyurl.com/zphnbhk

Haunt Bots – http://tinyurl.com/z7r95o3

EFX-TEK – http://tinyurl.com/2v8nuz

VenueMagic – http://tinyurl.com/zb4l58q

My YouTube channel – http://tinyurl.com/nma2doj

My Website – www.halstaff.com

DIY Animatronics Forum – http://tinyurl.com/qjeehjs

Figure 1. PicoVolt — a good place to start.
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adjusting your show on-the-fly a painless process. The
interface is simple to use and works on a time based

system. Terror Tech is
one of the
forerunners
introducing this new
technology to the
animatronics
industry. The
controllers are
flexible, fill a wide
variety of needs, and
are a great way to
direct your props to
do your will (see
Resources). Who
can ask for more?

The Arduino
system has become
very popular with a
wide variety of
programming
sketches available.
These are freely
shared and can be
downloaded as
needed. Having the
majority of the

programming already completed allows for new users to
quickly learn and integrate these controllers into their
projects.

One way to test the waters and see if DIY built
controllers are the way for you to go is to get a starter kit
like the SparkFun Inventor’s Kit (see Resources). It comes
with an Arduino compatible RedBoard and the parts and
instructions to complete 16 projects. It is an easy way to
start down the path of using more involved controllers
(Figure 3).

DIY Animatronics

Figure 5. Audio boards to give
your characters a voice.

Figure 6. The
updated Scuba

Board and
auxiliary

programmer.

Figure 2. Terror Tech may be the way of the future.

Figure 3. SparkFun kit can start you on the road to
programming.

Figure 4. My first button banger so long ago!
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My bold plans to add a multitude of animatronic
figures for my display quickly convinced me that unless I
won the lottery, I was going to have to reconsider my
strategy! This challenged me to learn to design and
produce my own controllers. In this way, I was able to put
together a PCB to fit any need I might dream up without
having to rely on currently available models. My cost was
paid in time and the required effort to learn how to
properly accomplish this. In return, I am able to put
together a controller that fits my needs perfectly and does
not break my budget.

One of my first forays into building my own controllers
was to design a two-channel button banger (see Figure 4).
If you are not familiar with this type of controller, it only
requires you to push the programming buttons to activate
the relays in your desired sequence. The actual
programming is already installed on the chip and the end
user never needs to worry about it. Even though the
available units on the market were well put together and
came encased in a sturdy enclosure, they were not cheap.
The other drawback that truly annoyed me was the poor
audio quality as it was in mono. I am sure the manufacturer
felt like that was sufficient, but I certainly did not. I wanted
higher quality stereo sound!

The availability of several low cost audio boards allowed
for the inclusion of stereo sound at an extremely reasonable
price (Figure 5). For less than $10, an audio module can be
attached to our designs that accept an SD card with our
sound files. There are several models available that have
already been tested and their idiosyncrasies discovered (see
Resources).

My design was modified by fellow builder, Tyler Straub
with his version being a dramatic improvement over mine.
His most current version provides four relay outputs, has
reverse polarity protection, and incorporates a very handy

extension board for programming (see Figure 6).
This board is now affectionately referred to as the

Scuba Board after Tim Thompson who has enthusiastically
promoted and sold the board for Tyler. He has put together
some thorough videos detailing the operation and making
it easy for even a beginner to set up. You can check it out
along with the evolution of the design on the forum thread
which is included with the Resources.

The development of the button banger design allowed
those builders without any programming experience to
quickly and easily lay down a prop activation sequence. This
is a great solution for someone just getting started in
animating their own characters. If the DIY solution is not
for you, some of the most popular commercially made
models are supplied by FrightProps — the makers of the
PicoVolt discussed earlier — and are very dependable.

Another shortcoming of the available controllers that
bothered me was the complexity of controlling a three-axis
talking skull. I have included this feature on many of my
characters, and it required significant time and effort to
individually program every movement on each servo. Many
of the settings where our characters are placed do not
require programmed and set movements. Random
movement of the head servos is more than sufficient, yet
nothing suitable was available to do this. With the help of
several online building buddies, I was able to put together
the Frankenstein board that provided random head
movement, could be triggered, and included an onboard
audio player which could be synced up with the jaw. This
allowed the jaw to respond to an audio track in a realistic
manner (Figure 7).

As is true with most things, my initial design left plenty
of room for improvement. Upon sharing my design with
Steve Bjork, a fellow haunter and programmer, we came up
with several improvements. With Steve’s assistance, an
audio prompt system was added to facilitate the board

DIY Animatronics
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Figure 8. The three-axis controller continues to evolve.

Figure 7. The initial version of my three-axis controller.
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setup. No longer would you be required to dig into the
actual programming to adjust the settings. The board
would walk you through the process with audio
instructions. Adjustments could be made by using a
potentiometer and recorded with a button push (see
Figure 8).

The design process has continued to evolve with Steve
now offering the newest version (Figure 9). The Banshee
board has taken it up a notch or two! It will not only have
the ability to control a three-axis skull but it will allow you
to have two skulls talk to each other! It is like having two
Frankenstein boards in one! Steve’s code is open source and
is shared under a Common License. He plans to write
additional programs to give Banshee even greater power.
User modification of the code is also encouraged with the
caveat that it be shared with the community.

To keep the cost down, the Banshee board has been

designed to use an inexpensive enclosure. With a little
modification to the box, you have a well protected PCB and
still have complete access to the connectors and
programming buttons (Figure 10).

The Propeller Activity board has become a valuable
device in our shows (see Resources). It allows us to
puppeteer our characters and save the sequences for
playback later. We are able to control eight servos per
board, and additional boards can be linked together to
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Figure 11. Propeller Activity board is our puppeteering controller.

Figure 12.
Primary

DMX
controller

and a
satellite

unit.

Figure 9. Banshee is here!

Figure 10. Safeguard your precious controllers in an
enclosure.
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provide additional channels (see
Figure 11). We would not be able
to do many of the sequences in our
show without it!

These boards come with a
solderless breadboard that simplifies
design prototyping. Once I verify
that my circuit is working properly, I
transfer it to the more permanent
circuit overlay board to insure all my
connections stay secure.

For those super adventurous
builders looking for a complete
show control solution, you might
consider a DMX system. I have
chosen a hybrid method with the
majority of my lighting and a few
key “shows” on the DMX setup. In
the event that it does go down, I
still have some lighting and most of
the props which operate using their
own independent controllers.

My primary control box is tied
to my computer via a Cat5 cable and
controls my floodlights. Daisy chained
to this is a series of auxiliary boxes
that can be utilized to control
individual show sequences. These
boxes can be placed next to each
scene in order to minimize the
amount of wiring required (refer to
Figure 12 and Figure 13).

The DIY product that I have
chosen to go with is the Renard
series. It is mainly a Christmas light
controller and was perfected by the
Christmas lighting community (see
Resources). If you are interested in
learning more about these systems, I
suggest you visit one of the sites like
diychristmas.org and introduce
yourself. There is a wealth of
information to get you started and
plenty of willing people to answer any
questions you may have.

My software of choice to run this
system is free and is called Vixen (see
Resources). It may require a little
extra time to learn on your part, but
the cost savings over the commercially
available options makes it worth it to
me. If you would like to check out a
similar commercially available product,

take a look at Light-O-Rama which
provides not only the software but the
hardware as well (see Resources).

Time to Let the
Controllers Run the
Show

I have only scratched the surface
of the potential controller options
available to you. In addition to those
discussed, I have included some other
alternatives with the Resources.

Our prop controllers operate out
of sight and are the unsung heroes of
our displays. However, the job they
play can make or break the
performance we have so carefully
prepared.

Check out the options and find
the controllers that fit your style. Your
show will be better off as a result!

If you have any questions about
these or have a project where you
have used one, please share it with
the rest of the community on the
forum. You can find it at
http://tinyurl.com/hu6pxtz.

Until next month, May the
Passion to Build Be with You! SV
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Figure 13. Separate stand-alone
units are placed where needed.
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Robotics Demystified
by Edwin Wise

YOU DON'T NEED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

TO LEARN ROBOTICS!

Now anyone with an

interest in robotics 

can gain a deeper

understanding —

without formal training,

unlimited time, or a

genius IQ. In Robotics

Demystified, expert

robot builder and

author Edwin Wise provides an effective 

and totally painless way to learn about the 

technologies used to build robots! $19.95 

Build Your Own Teams of
Robots with LEGO® 

MINDSTORMS® NXT and
Bluetooth®                 

Plan, design, assemble,

and program robot

squads that 

communicate and 

cooperate with each

other to accomplish

together what they can’t

do individually. Inside

the authors show you

how to construct a team capability matrix

(TCM) and use the Bluetooth Robotic-

Oriented Network (BRON) so your robot

teams can share sensors, actuators, end effec-

tors, motor power, and programs.$30.00

ROBOTICS
Arduino Robot Bonanza

by Gordon McComb
Create high-tech 
walking, talking, and
thinking robots.
"McComb hasn’t
missed a beat. It’s an
absolute winner!"

Breathe life into the

robots of your dreams

— without advanced

electronics or programming skills. Arduino

Robot Bonanza shows you how to build

autonomous robots using ordinary tools and

common parts. Learn how to wire things up,

program your robot's brain, and add your

own unique flair. 

$29.95 

CD-ROM SPECIALS

FMaking Things Move: 
DIY Mechanisms for Inventors,

Hobbyists, and Artists
by Dustyn Roberts

In Making Things Move:
DIY Mechanisms for
Inventors, Hobbyists,
and Artists, you'll learn
how to successfully build
moving mechanisms
through non-technical
explanations, examples,
and do-it-yourself 
projects — from kinetic
art installations to 
creative toys to energy-harvesting devices.
Photographs, illustrations, screenshots, 
and images of 3D models are included for
each project. 
$29.95

Build Your Own Quadcopter:
Power Up Your Designs with the

Parallax Elev-8
by Donald Norris

Build a custom 
multirotor aircraft!

Build and customize

radio-controlled 

quadcopters that take

off, land, hover, and

soar. Build Your Own

Quadcopter: Power Up Your Designs with

the Parallax Elev-8 features step-by-step

assembly plans and experiments that will

have you launching fully functioning 

quadcopters in no time.

$50.00

Build Your Own 
Humanoid Robots

by Karl Williams

GREAT 'DROIDS, INDEED!

This unique guide to

sophisticated robotics

projects brings

humanoid robot

construction home to

the hobbyist. Written by

a well-known figure in

the robotics community,

Build Your Own

Humanoid Robots pro-

vides step-by-step directions for six exciting

projects, each costing less than $300.

Together, they form the essential ingredients

for making your own humanoid robot.

$24.95
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PROJECTS

Robot Builder's Sourcebook 
Fascinated by the world of robotics
but don’t know how to tap into the
incredible amount of information
available on the
subject? Want the
names, addresses,
phone numbers,
and web sites of
companies that
can supply the
exact part, plan,
kit, building 
material, 
programming 
language, operating system & 
computer system? Robot Buider’s
Sourcebook is just what you’ve been
looking for!
Reg $36.00 Sale Price $27.00

The SERVO Buddy Kit

An inexpensive circuit you can build to 

control a servo without a microcontroller.

For more information,
please check out the

May 2008 issue
or go to the 

SERVO webstore.

Includes an article reprint.

$39.55

3D LED Cube Kit

SPECIAL OFFERS

Order online 
www.servomagazine.com

From the 
article “Build
the 3D LED
Matrix Cube”
as seen in the
August 2011
issue of
Nuts & Volts Magazine.

This kit shows you how to build a really
cool 3D cube with a 4 x 4 x 4 
monochromatic LED matrix which has a
total of 64 LEDs. The preprogrammed
microcontroller that includes 29 patterns
that will automatically play with a runtime
of approximately 6-1/2 minutes.
Colors available: Green, Red, Yellow & Blue.
Jig and plastic cases also available.

$57.95
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PS2 Servomotor Controller Kit

This kit accompanied with your own
PlayStation controller will allow you to

control up to six servomotors.
Includes all components and 

instruction manual.
For more information, please see the

February 2011 
edition of SERVO Magazine.
Assembled units available!

$79.95
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f 1980’s sci-fi is to be believed, connecting robots to
the Internet should be undertaken with extreme
caution. That said, controlling robots over the Internet
seems like a logical extension of the much ballyhooed
Internet of Things (also known as the IoT). The Internet

of Things refers to the fairly nascent phenomenon of
connecting “things” (other than computers) to the Internet.
These things usually have some sort of sensor-based
tangible interaction with the world — like the “smart”
thermostat from Nest which lets you control your home
temperature from your smartphone.

More things are joining the IoT as of late, with their
membership in this futuristic club most often denoted by
the prefix “smart” — like a smart fridge that can sense its
own contents, which we suppose would be helpful for folks
unable to make their own grocery lists and yet somehow
still be able to set up a smart fridge.

Much of the Internet of Things is populated by
relatively passive devices that are most often used for
monitoring — whether it be monitoring the energy usage in
your home or on a larger scale (the smart grid), or
monitoring the location and fuel levels of your various
trucks (for fleet management) if you’re some kind of
industrial mogul.

So, what if you want to control something a lot more
sophisticated than a thermostat over the Internet, like a
robot? Setting a temperature dial from your smartphone is
one thing, but a robot should be a lot more maneuverable.
Is there an easy way to induct your robot into the IoT?
Would a smartphone make a serviceable controller? Is this
how Skynet got started? Sometimes all a rover wants to do
is phone home, so we were going to roll the dice, hope our
own personal bot-net didn’t become self-aware, and
connect a robot to the Internet.

Honey, I Shrunk the Internet
Gateway

We really started thinking about over-the-Internet
control for a bot with our Agent 390 project featured in the
April 2016 issue. With the Agent 390 base and some
Jaguar speed controllers in hand, we needed to sort out a
control system for wreaking havoc with our mini tank. Our
regular radio controller was in use with our recently un-
retired combat robot, Troublemaker (who made a
triumphant return to competition at RoboGames 2016 —

Twin Tweaks
by Bryce Woolley and Evan Woolley

Go to www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/
article/August2016_Robots-Connected-IoT to comment on this article.

i

Do Androids
Dream of Being
Connected to the
Internet?

THE SPARKFUN ESP8266 WI-FI SHIELD.
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check out the June 2016 article for that full
story). So, we used the Canipede robot
control module and 2CAN Ethernet gateway,
and created a wireless network for the bot
with an onboard travel router.

We were able to control the bot using
the uCANDrive app on our smartphones, so
it almost sounds like we’ve already achieved
what we’ve set out to do this time. The bot
may have had a Wi-Fi connection, but it
wasn’t like what we envisioned for
something connected to the Internet. We
had to follow the bot to keep in range of the
network, and the dodgy travel router did not
provide a reliable signal. Our vision of high
tech Wi-Fi control conjures up images of
driving as slick and self-assured as Johnny 5
escaping from NOVA in “Short Circuit,” and
not driving as jerky and unreliable as Johnny
5 after he’s accosted by those hooligans in “Short Circuit 2.”

So, we researched our options for connecting a robot
to the Internet and turning our smartphones into robot
controllers. We wanted something that could work with our
phones because smartphones seem like they could be the
ideal controller for a robot — they’re ubiquitous, and there
would be no need for tracking down a radio for your bot.
Would a smartphone touchscreen provide the sensitivity
needed for robot control? Or, is the IoT destined to exclude
robotic companions?

It only took a quick search to find exactly the
technology we were looking for: the ESP8266. The ESP8266
is a Wi-Fi chip with an integrated TCP/IP protocol stack that
can give any microcontroller access to a Wi-Fi network.
That’s pretty rad. The ESP8266 was introduced by the
Chinese manufacturer, Espressif just a few years ago, and
the chip really took off with Western tinkerers with the
introduction of the ESP-01 module from third party
manufacturer, AI-Thinker in 2014. The most striking things
about these ESP modules are their size and affordability.
They are about the size of a movie ticket stub (albeit a long
rectangular one), and they can cost under $4. What a time
to be alive!

As with the Arduino and Raspberry Pi, a dedicated user
base has coalesced around the ESP8266. One of the great
features of such a vibrant user base is the development of
numerous accessories and hardware improvements on the
fairly minimalist ESP module. We found one such
improvement from one of our favorite sources of electronic
awesomeness: SparkFun. SparkFun’s ESP8266 Wi-Fi shield
combines the Wi-Fi connectivity of the ESP8266 chip with
the shape and familiar pin breakouts of the Arduino — all
for about $15. The Wi-Fi shield can even be used as a
stand-alone board, and users can load their own custom
code onto it using an FTDI breakout.

We, however, found that option a little risky. Your

custom code overwrites the AT-command firmware that
comes on the unit, and the custom code might not work
with the AT commands essential for connecting to Wi-Fi.
So, we planned to use the Wi-Fi shield as, well, a shield.

The Arduino Strikes Back

The Wi-Fi shield works on the 802.11 b/g/n standard
and the familiar R3 Arduino pin layout. The Wi-Fi shield
would be a perfect fit for our Arduino Uno, but before
connecting to the Internet there was some assembly
required. The SparkFun page on the Wi-Fi shield
recommends using the stackable headers, and that’s exactly
what we did.

Soldering on the stackable headers is quick work that
we completed in Robot Central one afternoon with

Twin brothers hack whatever’s put in front of them, then tell you about it.
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SOLDERING UP THE WI-FI SHIELD.

STACKING THE WI-FI SHIELD ON AN ARDUINO UNO.
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Troublemaker (hibernating again after RoboGames, but
hopefully not for 13 years this time) watching over the
proceedings. We find it to be quite a relaxing experience
actually — inserting the stackable headers in the board
means that it can stand steady as you dot your iron along

the underside of the board, not unlike
MacReady dipping the hot wire into various
blood samples in an attempt to identify “The
Thing.” The soldering is so straightforward that
it would make an excellent introduction to the
skill for newcomers to the electronic craft.

The SparkFun website contains a very useful
online Hookup Guide for the Wi-Fi shield, which
is not as risqué as it sounds. The Hookup Guide
walks through the entire process of setting up
and using the shield, and even links to a tutorial
on soldering for the newcomers.

The Hookup Guide also gives a nice
overview of the shield hardware, with bright
high-res close-ups of the board and its pinouts.
One of the interesting parts of the board
hardware is the serial switch which allows you to
choose whether the RX and TX signals go to the
Arduino’s hardware ports (pins 0 and 1) or serial

port (pins 8 and 9). 
The Guide recommends leaving the

switch in its default position of selecting the
software serial. If you switch to the
hardware serial, all the programming will
also go to the ESP2866, which the Guide
cryptically cautions could send the ESP2866
into an unknown (though recoverable) state.

Just like shrinking hapless kids with a
shrink ray, just because you can recover their
normal state doesn’t mean the initial
digression is a good idea. So, we resolved to
stick with the software serial. Sticking with
the software serial also meant that we could
stick with the default baud rate of 9600.

Other hardware features include a reset
button (which resets the underlying Arduino
but not the Wi-Fi shield) and a helpful LED
status light that blinks when trying to
connect and stays solid with a successful
connection.

Upon becoming oriented to the
hardware, we were ready to stack the shield
onto our Uno. Our Uno has a USB-B
connector for programming which is a little
on the bulky side. To avoid any electrical
impropriety (the USB connector sat just
below the solder pads for the FTDI
breakout), we covered the top of the USB
connector with electrical tape. In any event,
the proximity of the USB connector to the

pads (even if they were occupied by some 90 degree male
headers, as suggested) should not be a problem because
the Hookup Guide strenuously makes the point that good
clearance between the Wi-Fi shield and the Uno is
necessary to avoid possible interference with the Wi-Fi
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antenna by the Arduino’s ISP headers. So,
we backed the Wi-Fi shield off of the Uno a
bit, aiming for a fit that was delicate but
firm, like the swaddling you would do on E.T.
to prepare him for an airborne ride in a bike
basket.

The Wi-Fi has its own library of Arduino
awesomeness, with all the header files and
examples you could ever want. There’s a link
to the library directly in the Hookup Guide.
The first example the Guide covers is a
simple demo of some of the basic functions
of the AT library. It connects to a Wi-Fi
network, finds its local IP address, tries to
connect to a remote server (example.com) to
get a webpage, and finally sets up a server
of its own. The well-commented code
provides a good explanation of the various
functions, and to get the example working
you only have to change two lines at the
top of the code. All you have to do is enter
in the SSID and password for your Wi-Fi
network in the appropriate spot. Easy as
pie, but once we loaded up and ran the
program, we felt a little like Matthew
Broderick in “WarGames.” We were in.

The progress of the program is best
followed in the serial monitor. It will alert
you if you’ve connected to the Wi-Fi
network (or failed to do so), and it will
require several keystrokes to run through
the functions like connecting to the remote
server and whatnot. Everything worked
exactly as it was supposed to. Our trusty
Arduino Uno was connected to the Internet
— but could we officially claim it to be
inducted to the IoT?

In the Blynk of an Eye

Not quite yet, we reckoned. Having the
serial monitor tell us that the Uno was
connected to the Internet was one thing,
but we wanted proof that was a bit more tangible — we
wanted to move a thing. A perfect candidate for that thing
was one of our Actobotics grippers. The Arduino had plenty
of power to open and close the servo powered appendage,
and it seemed appropriately tangible in that it would
literally allow us to reach out and touch something over the
Internet. Wiring the claw to the Wi-Fi shield was easy
enough — we used individual wires to pick up the
disparately placed power, ground, and PWM pins. But how
would we control it?

The answer was Blynk. Blynk is a smartphone app that
allows users to create control interfaces to connect with

things like the ESP8266, and the various Arduino, SparkFun,
and Raspberry Pi implementations of that Wi-Fi gateway.
Blynk positions itself as a great way to induct stuff into the
IoT, and the eye-catching free app certainly got our
attention.

When you start a new project with Blynk, you are given
a very important piece of information: the authorization
token. The authorization token ensures that whatever
hardware you’re programming is only accessible by your
smartphone. The app conveniently allows you to email the
rather long authorization token to yourself for some handy
copying and pasting a little later on. Other than that, all
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you need to do to set up a project is give it a name and
select your hardware. We selected the Arduino Uno.

The Blynk interface itself evokes The Grid from “Tron,”
with its dark background and neon lines. Creating control
interfaces with Blynk is as easy as dragging and dropping
widgets onto your screen because that is literally what you
do. The widgets can take many forms: buttons, sliders, and
even a two-axis joystick. You can place display widgets too
— everything from simple value displays to gauges.

Once you place a widget, you can click on it to open it
up. In the ensuing screen, you can name your widget
(something as blandly descriptive as “Servo 1” or as colorful
as “Deathclaw;” whatever floats your decimal point), select

which pin the device is on, and set a few other parameters
that might include the range of your slider (which we set to
180 to account for the limited range of the servo). You can
even change the color of the widget.

To start with baby steps, we crafted the simplest
controller possible: a humble button. Now, we had to
program the Uno. Blynk comes with its own host of
Arduino libraries which are freely downloadable from
GitHub (linked to from the Blynk website). To make
downloading as painless as possible, everything is included
in one folder, but that means importation into Arduino
needs to be done manually.

Fortunately, both the SparkFun and Blynk websites have
step-by-step tutorials on how to do just that. All it entails is
navigating to the correct folder on your computer (the
Arduino “libraries” folder) and copying the various Blynk
folders into it. You’ll need to restart the Arduino IDE
(integrated development environment) after feeding it new
libraries, but once you do there will be a plethora of Blynk
sketches under the Examples tab.

The sketch we were interested in was a demo under
the Boards and Shields category specifically for use with the
SparkFun Wi-Fi shield. The example code is well commented
and surprisingly short. The code requires only a few
modifications. Just like with the first demo we used, we
had to enter in our Wi-Fi SSID and password. You also need
to fill in the Blynk authorization token, and this is where
copying and pasting out of your email comes in handy.
There’s only one more step, but it’s an important one.

The example code has lines for both the software serial
setup and the hardware serial setup. By default, the
software serial lines are commented out and the hardware
ones are used. We swapped that, and the last detail was to
ensure that the RX and TX pins were properly identified in
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the code. We checked the board, saw that pin 9
was denoted as RX and pin 8 for TX, and entered
those numbers.

It struck us as way too easy. The program,
however, compiled without incident. We uploaded
the program and opened the serial monitor. The
serial monitor declared that the board was unable
to connect to the Wi-Fi.

That struck us as strange. We had no problem
connecting to Wi-Fi with the previous demo
program. Fortunately, the Blynk forum is a
comprehensive resource for all things
troubleshooting, and we were eventually able to
discover the problem (though it had us feeling a
little silly). The Wi-Fi shield was having trouble
connecting to the Internet because we had pushed
the shield farther down onto the Uno, and the
interference with the Wi-Fi antenna was as
effective at messing up our Internet connection as
was someone using the phone when you were
using a dial-up connection.

We gave the shield a little more breathing room, and
the serial monitor no longer mentioned being unable to
connect to the network, but gave a different problem
instead. The serial monitor would give the cryptic message
“Failed to disable echo.” After returning to the supremely
helpful Blynk forums, we found the solution to this problem
too. We had incorrectly designated the RX and TX pins in
the program. Even though we went with the numbers as
they were printed on the board, in the program those
numbers actually have to be reversed. That’s not to say the
RX and TX pins as labeled on the Wi-Fi shield are wrong —
the issue boils down to a difference in definition — RX and
TX with respect to which device? In any event, swapping
the pin numbers put us in business.

We uploaded the fixed program and watched the serial
monitor with anticipation like what Marty and Doc Brown
must have felt as they exited the DeLorean to see whether
they really were taken back to 1955. The line “Connecting
to the network” hung on the screen for a few agonizing
seconds before the monitor confirmed that we were, in
fact, connected to the Internet. We started the Blynk app,
tapped the onscreen button, and when the claw jerked to
life we felt a feeling of triumph like what George McFly
must have felt when he knocked out Biff Tannen.

Each tap of the button would only open the claw a
little bit, so we went back to The Grid and made a new
interface using a slider. The slider opened and closed the
claw like a dream, and it showed impressive sensitivity.

And with that, we had inducted a robotic claw into the
Internet of Things.

Rover Phone Home

A claw is cool, but we wondered how effective the

Blynk app (normally intended for traditional IoT functions
like activating a light or something like that) would be for
controlling a robot. We rigged up a simple driving base
using two servos to power the wheels, but the Uno (or Wi-
Fi shield) couldn’t accommodate both because there was
only one 5V pin. So, we busted out the SparkFun PWM
shield which comes with a whopping 16 PWM channels.
We soldered on some stackable headers and some female
headers for a few PWM channels. We wired up the servos,
stacked the shields, and soon had a super simple rover
eager to join the IoT. We set up a control panel with Blynk
using two sliders, and turned it all on.

It was not exactly to the point where we feared we
would have to dispatch a blade runner to track down and
retire it. The servos jerked a little bit, but were not really
responsive to the controls. We think the problem is that the
setup was a little too power hungry. We were running it off
of the wall power as recommended to increase the stability
of the wireless connection, but power requirements are a
big consideration when stacking more than one Arduino
shield. The Wi-Fi shield is one of the more power hungry
shields to begin with. The PWM shield — sourcing 5V pins
out the wazoo — is also a member of the power hungry
club.

However, that doesn’t take away from the
awesomeness of the ease with which we connected the
Actobotics gripper to the Internet. The SparkFun Wi-Fi shield
and Blynk provide very promising (and affordable!)
platforms for initiating robots into the IoT.

No matter what Terminator says, we’re excited to keep
building and connecting bigger and better bots to the
Internet. SV
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Today’s robots have evolved into
many variations to serve countless

industry, university, military, and
domestic applications. With flashy
capabilities that amaze us, we rarely
venture beneath the shell of a
particular robot to ‘see what makes it
tick.’ It is the many parts,
components, and systems under the
hood (so to speak) that make any
robot what it truly is.

The quality of a robot and its
subsequent reliability, functionality,
durability, and cost-effectiveness relies
on what it is made from: its parts.
This applies to amazing multi-billion
dollar robots such as the Mars Science
Laboratory rover, Curiosity, down to a
small educational robot such as the
popular $199 Parallax ActivityBot. The
idea and design may be superior, but
it all gets down to what the robot is
made from. A great idea coupled with
cost cutting on parts and materials
can result in a not-so-great robot.

Have your parts match a good
design, sensible prototyping, testing,
and proper manufacturing to result in
a great robot. That principle applies to
both large industrial products, as well
as personal robots for the home and
homebuilt robots. I would like to take
a closer look at the selection of parts
that a successful commercial robot
manufacturer (Softbank) used that
could help an experimenter in locating
parts for their robot building project.

Softbank’s Pepper
Robot

Before delving into specific robot
parts, let’s look at the robot, Pepper
that was recently introduced to the
market and that Tom Green
highlighted in his previously
mentioned article. Last June, the large
Japanese conglomerate, SoftBank
launched their latest product (Pepper)
in Japan. Figure 1 shows Pepper
being presented to the press by
Softbank’s CEO, Masayoshi Son. The
large Asian conglomerates, Alibaba
and Foxconn have invested $118
million each in SoftBank’s
development of Pepper in conjunction
with the French robotics company,
Aldebaran, for a total of $236 million.
This is one serious and well-
constructed robot as can be seen in
Figure 2.

Though constructed entirely of
high strength plastic for its structure,
the moldings are well designed for
placement of the many parts, circuit
boards, and movable components.
The designers even thought of using
separate cooling fans for the arm
motors and power system.

Priced at 198,000 yen (or about
$1,600 US), the initial prototypes of
the robot were used in SoftBank’s
mobile phone shops for promotional
purposes. According to CEO Son,
Pepper — the “first robot with

emotions” — could become one of the
most significant developments in
robotics in recent history. Pepper is
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Locating and Selecting Parts 
for Our Robots

I recently read an article by Tom Green, Editor of  the Robotics Business Review. The article,
entitled “Every Robot Equals the Sum of  its Parts ... and Then Some,” expanded upon similar
thoughts of  mine that occurred as I have written this column for the past 13 years. Green went
on to state: “Building robots and keeping them healthy is critically reliant upon a steady supply
of  superior parts.” Though the RBR newsletter is primarily focused on commercial and
industrial robots, this statement about parts is applicable to all robot projects. Green
highlighted the SoftBank Pepper robot that I’ll discuss here.

Figure 1. The robot with emotions: Pepper
from Softbank.

Figure 2. Pepper's internal structure.
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capable of sophisticated human
interactions, and can upload lessons it
has learned to and from the cloud to
interact with other Pepper robots.

The robot’s design combines voice
recognition with a computer capable
of understanding complex human
responses, and it can be used for
babysitting or acting as a nurse or as
a personal companion for elderly
folks. (This is an application that I
have long been interested in.) When
the robot’s production is geared up
for mass distribution, the robot will be
manufactured by Taiwan-based Hon
Hai Precision Industry.

Journalists from Nikkei Technology
and other news agencies have noted
that Pepper is quite complex, with 20
motors driving the articulated arms
and hands, head motions, dual waist
motions, and the base tri-ball omni-
directional drive system shown in
Figure 3.

Early reviewers with robotics
knowledge feel that the robot could
be made less complex for mass
production, but all seem to agree that
the design made sense. It has an Intel
Atom microprocessor mounted in the
head giving it the power of a high-end
tablet, and uses its sensors and four
microphones plus ASUSTeK 3-D
cameras for advanced speech
recognition, as well as human facial
identification.

Fans are used to cool the
processor. It has a 10 pound battery in
the lower base which gives Pepper a
12 hour operating time. The robot has
an overall weight of about 64 pounds.
The company has plans in place to
improve Pepper’s internal parts layout
and reduce production costs.

Quality Parts for
Mobile Personal
Robots

I used the Pepper robot as a
‘base’ example of a great mobile
robot design, where the company is
constantly refining many aspects to

improve the overall design. I am going
to concentrate on mobile personal
robots for the majority of this article
as those are of the greatest interest to
many readers.

Mobile robots of today take on
many forms. The majority are of the
three- or four-wheel variety that travel
on floors or outside of buildings.
Other popular designs include bipedal
walkers that attempt to move like us.

Two-wheeled accelerometer-
balanced robots have also been
popular as the best way to simulate
the human form. Leaving the ground
are AAVs (autonomous aerial
vehicles), or as they are called these
days, drones. Autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs) can be
totally autonomous, or — as the
acronym applies — ROVs (tethered
remotely operated vehicles). These
have been used by underwater
researchers for years.

Buy the Best
Batteries for Your
Robot

Let’s discuss some of the more
critical parts for a robot project. With
the mobile aspect in mind, most of us
builders will turn to battery
technology to power our machines.
Batteries and their power density
seem to be the biggest limitation in
designing the ultimate robot —
especially bipedal humanoid robots. In
days past, the majority of robots that I
built over the years and those of other
home and university experimenters,
the power source of choice was the
lead-acid battery.

In the beginning, the only lead-
acid batteries available to
experimenters were those with liquid
sulfuric acid electrolyte designed for
yard tractors, motorcycles, and cars. It
doesn’t take much imagination to see
how such batteries can be dangerous
— both to humans and the robots in
which they were installed.

I saw several remotely controlled

‘promotional’ robots over the years
that had steel aluminum structure and
control electronics ruined by a
damaged or overturned liquid acid
battery. I even saw an operator’s van
that had the steel floorboard eaten
through by a battery that overturned
in his robot while stored in the van.

Fortunately, gelled electrolyte
batteries became readily available in
the ‘80s and they were not so ‘evil’ in
devouring robot innards. These are
still popular today as they are available
in higher current capacities. Nickel-
cadmium or ‘NiCad’ batteries are
another choice that has been around
for a while. These do have good high
current capacity for driving motors,
and are frequently still used in lower-
end power tools such as drill motors
and cordless yard and garden tools.

Another style of battery that has
earned a reputation for toasting a few
robots is the lithium-polymer battery,
made popular for its use in laptop
computers, drones, and cell phones.
The popularity is derived from not
necessarily the large power density,
but for the flat cell design that allows
them to fit into tiny spaces. There
have been a few cars that were set on
fire from a laptop that spontaneously

Post comments on this article at www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/article/
August2016_Locating-Selecting-Parts-for-Robots.

Figure 3. Pepper's tri-omniball drive system.

Advances in robots and robotics over the years.
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exploded into flame sitting on the
back seat. I have also detailed some
robots in past articles that met their
maker in a spontaneous conflagration.

Cylindrical lithium-ion cells may
not quite have the power density and
compactness, but are today’s choice
for higher-end hand power tools. A
lithium-ion battery has been used in
the Pepper robots from the earliest
prototypes to now. They are also an
excellent choice for smaller robot
designs. As I stated in the beginning
of this section, buy the best battery
that you can afford. It might seem like
a no-brainer to buy some no-name
import shown on Amazon or eBay,
but you may end up regretting the
decision.

Nickel Metal Hydride or NiMH
batteries have also found favor with
robotic applications, such as in robot
vacuum cleaners. A NiMH battery can
have two to three times the energy
density of a NiCad battery and double
that of a lead acid battery, and almost
as much as a lithium-ion. The price
was originally more than a NiCad, but
is now equal and half that of a
lithium-ion battery. Its main drawback
is a higher self-discharge rate, but it is
more environmentally friendly and not
prone to overheating and starting
fires. It is a good robot battery.

There are rumors that a
rechargeable zinc-manganese oxide

battery with far greater power
density than the lithium series
is about to hit the market, but
we will have to wait a bit until
they arrive. Also, be quite
aware of your robot’s overall
power system requirements as
upgrading to a larger battery
late in the design process can
really change your robot’s
overall size, center of gravity,
and parts layout. Going from
an 8 AH battery to a 20 AH
battery is a big change.

Test your drive motors and
other power-hungry systems
under load before selecting a
battery. Remember, your
battery’s discharge rating is
usually determined from a 20

hour discharge curve, so discharging
at a higher rate will give a lower
amount of operating time. A battery
discharged in 10 hours will give you
less than half the watt-hour capacity
than if it’s discharged over 20 hours.

Wheels for Mobile
Robots

There is the old saying, “... where
the rubber meets the road.” These
words usually apply to cars, but
wheels are an important aspect of
mobile robots that are used on floors
and outside on various ground
surfaces. You can run simulations all
day long, but the truth of how well a
robot will operate is when it is
operated for real.

Quite often, we are tempted to
buy surplus parts for our homebuilt
robot projects. This is particularly the
case when we are looking around for
wheels. Yes, tank-type treads and
other more unique methods have
been used for robot mobility, but
wheels reign supreme.

Garage sales and online surplus
stores often feature all sorts of wheels
that have been designed for toys or
scooters and similar applications that
might seem like a good deal. Most
home robot builders will not employ
the three ball drive system used in the
Pepper robot due to construction

complexity and control issues.
I have a box of very nice scooter

wheels that have a central set of
bearings built in. At first glance, these
might seem ideal for a mid-sized
home robot weighing in at around 50
pounds. However, when you realize
that you cannot drive such a wheel
with a motor-driven shaft due to the
built-in bearings, you then realize that
you must mount a ring gear or pulley
to the inside of the wheels to allow a
motor to drive the wheel.

Another feature to consider when
looking at scooter wheels is the fact
that they are designed to be
unpowered and just coast over streets
and sidewalks. Most of these types of
wheels do not have any sort of tread
to give powered wheel traction. These
types are best for non-driven
stabilizing side wheels.

I would suggest buying the best
wheels you can afford. Pneumatic
types with an inner tube such as the
Parallax motor mount and aluminum
wheel kit shown in Figure 4 have
worked very well for me. They are a
bit expensive at $299 for the set of
two, but extremely well built. The
motors are quiet and smooth running.
The wheels are precision custom
machined and have pneumatic tires.
They are perfect for medium to larger
robots and include the machined
mounting brackets. They also include
a 144 count per wheel revolution set
of encoders which is very useful for
robot odometry.

You would spend many hours of
machining and construction to re-
create these motor-wheels. I have
used several sets and find them
indestructible. Parallax also handles
several other types of wheels,
including those that can be mounted
directly to a standard servo. Other
companies who advertise in SERVO
also have good quality wheels
available.

Drive Trains Deliver
the Motive Power

Another important part of robot
design that deserves the best quality

Figure 4. Quality
robot drive motor
wheels from
Parallax.
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that a robot builder can afford
is a good drive train design. If
a builder is using separate
gearmotors and wheel system,
a careful drive train design is
important. Between the
batteries and the wheels is a
critical series of parts that will
allow a robot to operate
effectively and efficiently. The
design of a robot’s drive train is where
most robot builders make the most
mistakes. It is those parts in this ‘train’
that are the hardest to locate or
machine, so builders sometimes skip
good design practices to just get the
job done.

One of these issues is trying to
drive wheels directly from a
gearmotor without determining the
manufacturer’s shaft load ratings. It is
always tempting to attach wheels
directly to a gearmotor’s output shaft
as that seems to be the easiest. It is
fine to do that with small under one
pound weight robots that use small
servos as drive motors. However,
when the force on a wheel increases,
a small gearmotor cannot take the
side or radial loads without having
two bearings inside the gearmotor’s
gear case.

Choose a Good Set of
Motors for Your
Robot

Gearmotors made for wheelchairs
are designed to take a large radial
load such as the one shown in Figure
5, or the Parallax motor-wheel system
that uses tough automotive window
motors. Many of the best large robot
gearmotors use a worm drive directly
from the motor to eliminate most (if
not all) of the spur gears used to drop
motor speed to wheel speed. Buy
quality motors for your robot —
especially if you intend for them to
last past an initial prototype stage.

The precision planetary gearmotor
from ServoCity shown in Figure 6 is a
good choice for a robot from
prototyping to a finished production
product. They have 13 different
output speeds in this style of motor.

The following data for a 45
RPM motor gives you an idea
of typical specs:

45 RPM Gearmotor
Operating Specifications:
Operating Voltage Range: 6~12 VDC
Rated Voltage: 12 VDC
No-Load Speed: 45 RPM
Rated Load: 21 kgf-cm (291.6 oz-in)
Min Stall Torque: 153 kgf-cm (2124.8
oz-in)
Max No-Load Current: 0.53A
Max Stall Current: 20A at 12 VDC
Gear Type: Planetary
Bearing Type: Dual Ball Bearing
Shaft Size: 6 mm (0.236”)
Net Weight: 380g (13.4 oz)

If you cannot connect the wheels
directly to the motor or gearmotor’s
output shaft, it is easy to use a chain
or toothed ‘timing’ belt from the
output shaft to a sprocket or pinion
gear. Several sets of chains/gears can
reduce the RPMs to the best wheel
speed.

Do not be tempted to try using a
set of surplus gears to drop the
motor’s speed, as gear placement is
very critical and the average hobbyist
cannot drill or machine gear shaft
holes accurately. A thousandth of an
inch too close and the gears bind, or
a thousandth away from where a hole
should be drilled and there will be too
much gear slop. Buy a gearmotor with
the proper gear ratio to give you the
speed required for your robot, and
remember the dual bearing
requirement.

Steering and Drive
Configurations

There are many ways to transmit

rotational power from a motor to the
rotating wheels. Generally, most
commercial and homebuilt robots use
one of two drive configurations. The
differential drive or ‘tank style’ is the
most popular for smaller robots, even
though many multi-hundred pound
combat robots also prefer this type of
control because it is easiest to
manage with a radio control system.
A set of right and left drive wheels —
each side being controlled at different
speeds — can allow a robot to move
forward or backwards, and turn right
or left at any turn radius. This can be
done with a single joystick.

Builders usually use a set of
unpowered swivel casters in the front
and rear of the robot to keep the
robot from tipping too far in each
direction. There are many variations of
the differential control such as
multiple wheels on each side, or even
tank treads that I’ll discuss next.

One of the biggest design errors
that many home robot builders create
is not building ‘compliance’ into their
differential drive wheel’s suspension. It
is easy to see how a robot will run just
fine when operating on a perfectly
flat surface, but envision what would
happen if your robot’s front wheel
stops on a slight bump, like a door’s
threshold. Suddenly, your robot’s two
main drive wheels are up in the air a
fraction of an inch and cannot touch
the floor to drive away.

This is solved by having one or
both of the non-driven swivel casters
spring-loaded so that the weight of

Figure 6. A typical planetary gear motor.

Figure 5. Motorized wheelchair integrated drives are
great for robots.
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your robot will always force
the drive wheels onto the
floor/ground. As seen on a
wheel of the Parallax Arlo
chassis in Figure 7 that I
modified, have the springs in
your suspension on the
casters be strong enough to
keep the robot from rocking
back and forth, but not too
strong to prevent the robot’s
weight from keeping the
wheels on the ground.

We pretty much
understand that tank treads
skid on turning, and look to
several wheels per side to
take their place. Multiple
wheels might look cool, but
there are frictional issues
that multi-wheel
configurations cause. The
common two-wheel
configuration with fore and aft
casters does not cause skidding,
but four, six, or more wheels will
skid on turning and cause power-
eating friction. 

This arrangement rarely offers
more traction if they are not
spring-loaded. As I mentioned
previously, if the builder desires
constant traction with their
robot’s wheels, all wheels must
have some compliance (spring-
loaded) to keep them all in
contact with a floor or ground
surface.

If you look at the six-wheel
Mars Science Laboratory, Curiosity
shown in Figure 8, the two
front wheels turn one way and
the back two turn the opposite
way in order to make turns with
no precious power-grabbing
skids. The rocker-bogie
suspension on Curiosity
compensates for surface
unevenness. 

Note the blue bar across the
top of the chassis that acts as a
rocker-bogie height adjustment
differential between the right
and left sets. Other rocker-bogie
robots have used an internal
geared differential.

The other configuration
is the Ackermann or ‘car’
style that uses a set of
wheels to make a turn right
or left (Figure 9), just like
our trusty car in the garage.
Look up Ackermann steering
on the Internet to see how
the unique angles of the
linkages allow the two front
wheels to have a different
turning radius to eliminate
skids and friction in turns. 

Off-road RC and model
racing cars prefer that style
of control, using a ‘gun-style’
handheld transmitter with a
small steering wheel on the
side to steer the car while a
trigger is used to control
speed. Racers find it a bit
easier to use this method of
steering, whereas

microcontroller programmers find
car-type steering a bit difficult to
master.

Remember, however, that
Ackermann steering needs visual
feedback from an RC operator, or
for autonomous systems,
information from a vision system,
compass, or a MEMS gyro.

Hints for Better
Parts Placement in
Robots

We’ve covered a few key
robot parts (batteries, motors, and
wheels), not necessarily because

they are the most important
components of a robot, but
because they drive a robot’s
design more than other parts. 

Sensors, antennas, cameras,
appendages, and computing
power are pretty much destined
to be mounted in specific areas
of a robot’s structure,
depending on the robot’s design
functions.

Battery Placement
Batteries are heavy and are

best placed as low as possible in

Figure 9. Ackermann steering that prevents wheel skid in
turns. Note tires are both perpendicular to turning axis

point.

Figure 8. Mars Science Laboratory, Curiosity
nomenclature.

Figure 7. Modified spring-loaded wheel on Parallax Arlo chassis.
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your robot’s structure, such as Pepper’s battery in the
center of the three ball drives. Batteries also deserve
thoughtful placement for another reason: their proximity
to valuable electronics and mechanisms should they catch
on fire. 

I would recommend placement where they can be
easily removed, not just in case of fire — which would
make them/it untouchable — but for safe charging outside
the robot’s enclosure.

Wheel Configurations
The robot’s wheels and their placement are

dependent on their configuration and how they are to be
driven. Again, Pepper uses a three ball wheel configuration
that is not only stable like a three-legged stool, but also is
omni-directional. Three wheels are an excellent wheel base
design and can be used in the differential or Ackermann
steering configurations.

One of the best features of this configuration is the
robot always has all three touching a surface, no matter
how uneven the ground might be. Using spring-loaded
wheels like I mentioned will also help in robot stability.

Having each set of two or three side wheels in four- or
six-wheel differential configurations driven by a single
channel in a differential configuration works well in a
combat robot where there is an excess amount of power
and short battle bouts. 

However, the skid friction is not good for a robot that
must operate for longer periods with a more limited power
budget.

Where does a Builder
get Quality Parts for
a Robot?

Parts quality and reliability
requirements differ widely depending
on the intended final use of the
robot. If a robot designer is trying to
prove a particular concept, a
prototype for testing will not require
the same parts that the finished
design will use. 

For example, if a mobile robot
builder wants to verify sensor fusion
to test software routines, a simple
platform that has the same wheel
configuration can have the sensors
mounted in a final array for a series
of test runs. The motors, structural
components, and power system need
not match the final product.

A builder may find that a shaft
encoder(s) needs to be added or
updated for better odometry and

appendage motion detection. Sensor heights and mounting
may need changing, which are easy tasks on a prototype.
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Personal CNC Mills

www.tormach.com/servo

PCNC 1100 Series 3

$8480 
(plus shipping)

starting at:

Shown here with 
optional stand 
and accessories.

Shown below is an articulated humanoid 
robot leg, built by researchers at the 
Drexel Autonomous System Lab (DASL) 
with a Tormach PCNC 1100 milling 
machine. DASL researcher Roy Gross 
estimates that somewhere between 300 
and 400 components for “HUBO+” has 
been machined on their PCNC 1100.
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Mechanical
and
Structural
Prototyping

I have never made
a secret of my
fondness for the many robot parts
and components available at ServoCity
and their Actobotics line. Yes, I have
used LEGO, VEX, and Tetrix Max for
prototyping robots with kids in a
school robot club, but the vast
amount of hardware available from
ServoCity (Figure 10) is one of the
best ways to go for serious robot
builders.

There is a similarity with the Tetrix
Max and ServoCity’s beams, but the
beams made by ServoCity are larger,
more robust, and have a more usable
hole pattern for attaching the many
types of brackets, channels, motors,
grippers, and so many other items
that will assist a builder in
prototyping. This applies to the first-
time builder with some mechanical
experience to the professional robotics
engineer working in a NASA lab
prototyping a Mars rover.

Parts Selection for
More Complex
Devices

Many electronic devices that we
buy — whether a computer, modem, a
Raspberry Pi, or similar — are many
times little more than a case, a
custom circuit board, and maybe a
few off-the-shelf internal ‘things’ such
as a hard drive, LCD display, and
various industry standard connectors.
Yes, I am simplifying a complex piece
of equipment, but I am doing that to

emphasize the complexity of a robotic
device.

Robots involve movement and
movement requires motors. Mounting
motors and designing motion-
transferring mechanisms such as belts,
shafts, chain drives, or similar requires
many specialized parts that require
CAD designing and machining, or 3-D
printing. Many of these things cannot
be purchased from suppliers for a final
product.

Final Thoughts
The following words from Isaac

Asimov’s short story in the iRobot
series, Runaround, really says a lot
about people’s understanding of what
parts make up a robot. The story
(written in 1942) is set on the planet
Mercury in the far future of 2015. Two
men were sent there to oversee a
selenium mining project and a robot
named Speedy had become lost on the
very hot surface. The only robots that
they could use to ‘ride’ out and find
him were old 2005 models that had
ancient technology. One of the men
commented on how old they looked:

Donovan whistled. “Look at the
size of them, will you? The chests
must be 10 feet around.”

“That’s because they’re supplied
with the old McGuffy gears. I’ve been
over the insides — crummiest set
you’ve ever seen.”

Asimov had a PhD
in biochemistry but had
no education in
mechanics and
electronics, so, a set of
gears named after
someone seemed
logical. One might think

that it would be nice if our 10 year
old robots (or even present day
robots) had a particular company’s
gear sets as a truck might have an
Allison transmission. No, there will
never be specific parts designated just
for robots in my opinion. We will still
build them with off-the-shelf parts
from reliable suppliers, and machine
and form the rest of the robot’s parts
from tried and true design and
testing.

Buy and build with good parts
from reliable suppliers. Our machines
need the best. SV
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Figure 10. Some of ServoCity’s Actobotics parts.
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Find out more at www.pololu.com/zumo

Zumo 32U4
High performance in an accessible robot

Powerful and versatile, the Zumo 32U4 is a 
mobile robot accessible to beginners yet
engaging for advanced users. The integrated 
ATmega32U4 offers Arduino-compatible support 
for those getting started with electronics and 
microcontrollers, while advanced features include 
quadrature encoders, a sophisticated object 
detection system, and an inertial measurement 
system (IMU), enabling substantial educational 
and research applications.

Whether you want a competitive Mini-Sumo 
robot, a robot swarm, or a small friend to roam 
your desk, the Zumo 32U4 is the robot for you.   
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